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Architecture is the appreciation for story-telling; fiction and literature, history, culture and 
conversation.  It entails the unfolding of a plot, unfamiliar places and eccentric characters. 
These do not merely exist on dusty old pages in books but are an integral part of our 
imagination - our subconscious design.  This report explores the role of the architect as the 
reader; and so, this thesis forms what I have ‘read’ this year. 
This thesis aims to interpret literature as a design methodology in order to understand site 
and develop a suitable architectural language.  The process of oral traditions, written text 
and digitalised technology are used to deconstruct systems and principles that document 
change in architecture and the city.
This project, The Doorn Paperback Project is located in a contested area 
set within the in-between yard spaces of New Doornfontein.  The unsightly nature of the 
site gives rise to ephemeral slumming.  The cracks that exist within the formal urban fabric 
are atypically inhabited by the marginalised.  These hidden narratives of the people living 
on the site create new meaning to these abandoned and derelict spaces.  The way in 
which people ‘hack’ the site and use it in ways opposed to what was originally intended 
forms the reality for which the architecture exists.  The architecture needs to ‘tear down’ 
and ‘dismantle’ formal conditions on the site in order to mediate a space in which ‘life’ can 
be reinvigorated into the space.  Thus the introduction of a literary program responds well 
to the educational and industrial conditions on the site. 
 
1. Preface Abstract 
The title reflects on literary stories, history and oral 
culture as ‘abandoned pages’ that have yet to be 
preserved.  The architectural process as an archival 
medium is used to document the contextual culture 
within the contemporary society of Johannesburg. 
‘Unsettled space’ denotes stories specific to 
abandoned and derelict land.  It recalls memoirs of 
space and hints of the past which express the ideology 
of ‘mobile’ ground. 
This project illuminates the ‘unsightly’, illusive, leftover 
spaces within the city via the urban dialogue between 
the culture and stories of the people that inhabit 
the space.  This thesis uses places of decay as an 
architectural platform for which the underbelly of New 
Doornfontein can be exposed.  The themes of literacy 
and urban redevelopment set the objectives to which 
the architecture can lend itself.
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2. Executive 
Summary
The project, abandoned pages unsettled space focuses on the urban dialogue that is 
created through literary practice in contemporary Doornfontein.  The  buildingis called ‘The 
Doorn Paperback Project’
This project focuses on two parallel themes. 
1. The first, theme is that of abandoned pages and it deals with literary ideas, history, 
culture and story-telling and the preservation thereof. 
2. The second, is that of unsettled space. This theme deals with contested, derelict and 
unsightly spaces within Johannesburg. In this project I have used these two themes as 
parallel systems in determining my design methodology and process. 
The project explores the notion of creating architecture within the realm of the book and 
the resultant architectural consequences. The idea of juxtaposing qualities that are usually 
not associated with each other creates a landscape for the birth of new architectural 
possibilities. 
Basic qualities, such as looking at text and topography as components that can be placed 
side by side, creates an understanding of spatial qualities in text and builds an interesting 
narrative of the site. 
 
The Parallel System
A diagramtic description of the parallel themes that undepin the research investigation of the Doorn Paperback
Art Book/ narrative Site
ArchitectureBook/ narrative
Art
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The site chosen for The Doorn Paperback Project is in New Doornfontein. New Doornfontein 
is made up of the educational and Industrial precincts. It is bound by the major vehicular 
route of Joe Slovo Drive and is intersected by the Johannesburg MetroRail. 
The architecture aims to disturb the formal conditions on the site in order to celebrate 
the informal. On closer inspection, the spatial qualities and specific details of both the 
paper and the landscape become more apparent.  It is within these explorations that 
architecture can be translated. I envision the project design to inhabit an absurd fictional 
space, in which ephemeral and nomadic intentions towards architecture exist. 
The versatile and avant-garde nature of paper can be used to overlap and shape, move 
and bend.  Similarly, this method of folding brings together elements and creates continuity 
between the boundaries of the site.  Unbound and haphazard arrangement of pages in 
a book relates to the networking and interconnections of buildings and places. Factors 
such as squatting, demolitions, the intersection of the site and the noise produced by the 
Metrorail, as well as abandonment and derelict building all create to the instability of the 
site. 
When considering the design of The Doorn Paperback building on the site, it was important 
to consider all of these instability factors. The design responds to the boundaries created 
by the obstructive infrastructure and irregular geometry of the site. I aimed to consolidate 
the site by opening it up via a thoroughfare. The light, porous and fragmented nature of 
the design mediates the connections between the informal and formal elements on the 
site.  
 
The first parallel in this investigation looks at the relationship between the city and the 
book. Many cities have been shaped by the way authors write about them giving the 
reader a greater perception and understanding. In these cases the world of fiction often 
transcends into specific physical spaces.
I was inspired by Carlos Zafon’s writing in The Shadow of the Wind in which he describes 
a Cemetery of Forgotten Books. He creates nostalgia for the revival of lost stories and 
books within the city. It is this desire to uncover lost stories and memories that creates an 
interesting relationship between the city, the author, the reader and the plot.
Orhan Pamuks book The Museum of Innocence is also interesting in that it represents the 
duality between fiction and building. The book is a representation of the city of Istanbul. 
A physical building of The Museum of Innocence stands in Istanbul as a materialisation 
of the story. What I like about this museum is that its essence is so real compared to 
Metropolitan museums. The parallel theme extends via the etymology of the word to 
fabricate which involves both story-telling and building construction. 
The very nature of the book and the formality of the city are challenged by the paradigm 
shift towards transformation away from traditional forms into more unpredictable digital 
media.  This is also seen in the South African context. An example of this is the empire 
road book reviewer.
 
Historically the book has been associated with truth and formality; a temple of stability 
and control. This has also been extended to the urban fabric. However both the book and 
the urban fabric are temperamental, transient and may be easily dismantled. Both the 
book and the web and the formal and the informal are ephemeral media and whilst they 
represent the truth they may be easily torn apart.  
The stripping of layers and the distortion of textile media as demonstrated in my 
‘dismantling’ of the book can be depicted in the unravelling of stories, and fragmentation 
of societies and the disintegration of architecture and landscapes. Ideologically they 
explore the notion of augmenting the classical and reworking the narrative of information 
accessibility.  
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3. Structure
01: Literary narrative
02: Design narrative
03:  Building narrative
Literary
01.
narrative
The Chapter page
 - introduces each chapter. 
How does the 
shifting paradigm of 
the information age 
influence the design 
process?
1. Design  
  Strategy
the fragmented illusion of dynamically suspending random 
pieces of wood, but when loked at at a certain angle forms the full 
comprehensible object.
stephen hobbs pop up novelty book, cleverly manipulating urban 
elements to be extruded from the book
I’m Sorry, But We’re Closed 
was created based on the 
idea that all literature is 
inspired and influenced by 
the books that came before 
it.
‘The traffic between fabric, representation and 
imagination fuzzies up epistemological and 
ontological distinctions and, in doing so, produces the 
city between, the imagined city where we actually live.’ 
- stephen hobs “Be Careful In The Working Radius”
The emphasis on the fragmentation and repetitive 
nature of text in a 3d spatial manner
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I see myself as a failed writer yet still someone with a strong fantasy, an obsessive desire 
to write.2 –Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster
The Title page
- contains the first category in the chapter break-
down, accompanied with a chapter specific enquiry.
The sample board
- is a collection of motivational and precedent 
images that inspired the progress of certain 
junctures within the design process. These boards 
provide artistic license and provide continuity 
within the process. 
[Marked in contents page as (s)].
Supplementary pages
- vary and are distributed throughout the book. 
They consist of explanatory mapping, diagrams, 
photographs and sketches. 
[Marked in contents page as (s)].
Dotted boxes
- include explantory, descriptive texts and casual 
writings on specific themes. They are used to 
elaborate and support ideas allowing for the flow of 
the document narrative.  
These diagrams show early investigations into 
massings on the site. These massings do not reflect 
final decisons on the placement of built form on the 
site, but initiate a subjective understanding as to how 
the site can be resolved on an architectural level. This 
stage of the investigation began as an early stage 
of mapping for the site. The massing is an intuitive 
response to the site.
currey street strip
Various diagrams mapping the existing builidings 
on the site as well as the adjacent buildings along 
currey street. Using the formal axis of the site and the 
promosed connections and intentions I have prposed 
various mapping scenarious. These scenarious play 
with the use of structured tradional forms and layered 
skeletal spaces.
NOTE
THE WHITE VOID BETWEEN THE SITES IS WHERE 
THE RAILWAY CUTS THROUGH THE SITE
Early mapping 2 - The white strips represent the transient nature of 
the new building, morphing and overlapping with the 
existing buildings and land infrastructure. The building 
becomes the landcsape and vice-versa. The massing 
creates liminal spaces bleeding from indoor to outside 
walkways. The loose nature of the strips help design 
within the strange geomtery of the site.
- The addition of ‘pod-like’ structure above the 
repetitive masses created as per massing 3. These 
new elements introduce height and layering to the site 
as they hover over the infrastructure below. 
- Site ‘greyed’ out with existing buildings shown in 
black. the white line represents Currey Street, heading 
from The Doornfontein station towards Ellis Park.
- The red lines indicate the existing pedestrian 
movement along Currey Street and the proposed 
pedestrian movement through the site. The yellow 
lines indicate the connection between these ‘paths’ 
either visually or physically as created by the building 
design. 
Site sripped
Locations of book stores within Johannesburg.
Site - adding mass
Position of publishing and printing buildings within Johannesburg
Site - adding mass
Position of publishing and printing buildings within Johannesburg
Site - adding mass
Position of publishing and printing buildings within Johannesburg
How to read this thesis
The thesis is split into three narrative chapters; literary, design and building. 
The project development is non-linear and unfolds through relationships parallel to 
literature, the site and the building. The thesis argument references these relationships in 
compiling a project narrative.  The design process is fundamental to this projects and the 
book is structured to best express this.  The structure allows the reader to understand the 
personal process and creative unravelling in the expression of this project.
Chapters 
1. Chapter 1: Literary Narrative: focuses on two specific research enquiries - the theme 
of literature firstly as a program for the city and secondly as a metaphor for spatial design 
and interpretation. 
2, Chapter 2: Design Narrative: uses the literature methodology established in Chapter 1 
to generate a charette, which is a poetic and artistic gesture towards the architectural and 
theoretical attitude of the design. The site is ‘read’ and explained in these terms. 
3. Chapter 3: Building Narrative: explores the final building as a medium via which the 
story now unfolds - the plot, the setting and the characters. 
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How does everyday 
narratives influence 
the spaces we 
occupy?
4. Research
Definiton
Narrative (n): 
-  a spoken or written account of connected events; 
   a story: ‘a gripping narrative’
-  a story or account of events, experiences, or the like,
   whether true or fictitious.
(mass noun) The narrated part of a literary work, as 
distinct from dialogue.
(mass noun)The practice or art of telling stories:
 ‘traditions of oral narrative’
A representation of a particular situation or process in 
such a way as to reflect or conform to an overarching 
set of aims or values.
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An anthology of stories
The image represents the duality and tensions within 
the ‘textual’ landscape. Information, media, and 
propganda are spectacles that make-up the boldness 
of the physical landscape. Beneath the surface is the 
hidden and rare stories that have yet to be uncovered, 
told and preserved. It is within this duality or divide that 
we can mediate a space where stories are celebrated. 
First Stab
This collage is an introductory illustration into the themes 
inspired by Carlos Zafon’s “The Shadow of the Wind” 
(Kaskar (author) 2014). 
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Inspiration
In the “Shadow of the Wind”, Carlos Zafon describes a necropolis of souls and worlds 
contained in literature that are slowly disappearing.  The idea of literature as part of 
a buried culture and with it, the loss of many narratives manifests in his ‘Cemetery of 
Forgotten Books’ (Zafon 2004; 5).  This romanticised notion creates the backdrop for the 
heightened literary experience for the reader.  The book is not merely a bound collection 
of words, but forms an image of a time and culture.  It is with this sentimental belief that I 
begin this project. 
Event, stories, moment and memories 
-  the author is inspired, and takes to his pen and paper,
Over time, after publishers, printers, revenues and distribution,
-  the book is complete.
The book is a story, 
-  with the characters created by the author 
-  stored in a ‘library’
-  passed over by the librarian to the reader
- who in turn creates his own story
It is this dialogue and interaction with the narrative that adds value to the common-place 
literary system.  The relationship between the interwoven lives of people is what defines 
narrative and the emotion attached to the stories that are experienced and told.  This is the 
system in which the site, building and people of this thesis will exist. 
Writing the city
  a. Introductory Essay
 -  Writing the city
Inspiration
Understanding the city through literature
The value of literature in South Africa
Incubator projects
Oral traditions
The archive as a livinfg organism
Ojectives
Conclusion 
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In his book, The Museum of Innocence, Orhan narrates the story of life in Istanbul 
between 1950 and 2000, through memories and flashbacks of the lives of two families. 
An actual Museum of Innocence has been built in Istanbul displaying objects belonging 
to the novel’s protagonist, Kemal.  The building is more than a metropolitan museum for 
Istanbul, and by displaying the objects and images which are described in the novel, the 
museum creates an atmosphere befitting the story (Museum of Innocence 2012; 7).  It is 
at once both a fictional museum and a museum of “Istanbul life” in the second half of the 
20th century.  The Museum of Innocence is based on the assumption that objects used 
for different purposes are “evocative of the most disparate memories,” and when placed 
side to side bring forth unprecedented thoughts and emotions (Museum of Innocence 
2012; 9).  It is an unexpected etymological connection between the reality of the building 
“to fabricate” and the intention of lying or telling a story “to fabricate” (Hejduk 1986). 
Looking at both South African fiction and non-fiction the reader is drawn into the personal 
experiences and interactions within the city.  Books such as The Restless Supermarket, 
Portraits with Keys, (Ivan Vladislavick 2001, 2006) Welcome to our Hillbrow, (Phaswane 
Mpe 2001) and Room 207 (Kgebetts Moele 2006) portray Johannesburg as a palimpsest 
in which the fictional lives, voices and stories of those living in the heart of Johannesburg 
are told.  The text exposes the hardships and violence as well as the beauty that the 
characters experience in a dynamic, fast paced city (Putter 2012; 1) Liz Gunner describes 
this as new methods of “writing the city” as it also inscribes the lives of the people within 
the space of the city (Putter 2012; 5) (Figure 1). 
These examples of post-transitional texts in South Africa labour towards defining the 
space created post-apartheid.  The literature is an acknowledgement of past systems 
that still haunt the new world order (Popescu 2005).  A ‘horizontal’ interpretation of the 
city exposes marginalised cultures that exist under an urban surface (Popescu 2005). 
It is the relationship between the formal orders imposed on the city and the survival 
of the marginalised that creates a process of cultural translation represented in the 
fictional writing.  “The reading of fiction opens up the possibility of reconceptualising the 
relationship between space, place, and transnational connectivity” (Frenkel 2013; 25).  
I have explored several themes in order to define an approach towards achieving the 
‘literary’ methodology for the three main chapters. These include the understanding of 
the presence of books both internationally and within Johannesburg itself, how books 
are distributed in the city, how they are archived and accessed and does South African 
literature talk about our cities, the people and their stories?  
The value of literature in the South African context is unprecedented in its ability to address 
social agendas.  Literature as an incubator can bring together literary approaches as 
a collaborative, public and experimental venture.  How can our contemporary society 
mediate the divide between the different mediums in information representation and what 
is the significance of oral cultures within Africa?  These questions form the basis of an 
understanding of the themes in this context. 
Understanding the city through literature
Writers have the ability to alter ones perception of actual world city space.  The real 
image of the city may well be distorted fiction.  As Bilek (2006:255) argues, a writer may 
use the concrete real world image of the city in completely different ways and functions 
to create a particular fictitious setting (Putter 2012; 1).  The city becomes an important 
character in works of fiction, realising the spatial attributes of the narrative as something 
real and more than the liminal space created by the text and the imagination (Putter 
2012; 1).  The image of the city created by the author shapes the city in the mind of the 
reader and provides a clearer understanding of the city in this manner rather than through 
economical and sustainability strategies. 
Many cities have been shaped by the descriptions of authors through literature. Orhan 
Parmuk in his writings beautifully captures the heart of Istanbul.  He does this through 
fictitious details and characters that may have once existed within the city, from the 
intimacy of the people as they brush past each other on the street to the quiet interactions 
behind closed doors; each of Orhan’s portrayals ring true with the passion for his city. 
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The post-transitional city can be read as a ‘palimpsestic’ concept itself, and much like the 
fiction explored, it enables a reading of the new in a way through which the layers of the 
past are still reflected.  Rather than moving in a temporal linear fashion, post-transitional 
literature creates a palimpsest in which we can read the imaginaries circulating through 
and shaping South African cultural formations today (Frenkel 2013; 25).
The value of literature in South Africa
Lessons of ‘fabrication’ in building and the telling a story, as previously mentioned do not 
promote the architect to author.  In South Africa the value of narrative is impregnated in 
daily life.  As Victor Hugo (Klimchynskaya 2012; 11) describes, “the power of the stone 
is a reflection of literature”.  This is seen in the illiterate church goers of the Middle Ages, 
whereby “those who could not afford to read books could simply read the writing of the 
stones and see the doctrine of their religion inscribed in the architecture (Klimchynskaya 
2012; 12)”.  This no doubt is visible in the literary landscape of South Africa.  The earliest 
example of this is visible in Koi-San rock- art and cave paintings. Similarly the issue of 
literacy in South Africa and the dominance of Western book cultures have stunted the 
way that the majority of the population access information.
In this work, I investigated old book cultures within Johannesburg in order to familiarise 
myself with the concept of literary place-making and how literature and text is presented 
in the city.  Johannesburg has a strong historical footing in media with propaganda within 
the early newspaper houses originating in central Johannesburg (Van rensburg 1986; 
32. It is within the city centre that a host of literary activity has taken place over the past 
two decades.  Even though the formal textual traditions have since been diluted within 
the urban fabric of the CBD, the inner city is still visited for its small book stores popular 
with the foreign migrants living in the surrounding areas.  These book stores host a vast 
array of books written in various African languages and themes.  One of the remaining 
old traditional book collectors in the country is located on Main Street in the Maboneng 
precinct. The Collectore’s Treasury, similar to the ‘cemetery of forgotten books’, is a 
labyrinth of artefacts, first edition books, Johannesburg memorabilia, and vinyl’s.  This 
institution provides a contemporary literary platform in central Johannesburg.Figure 1: The architectural thesis “Hardness in Motion” uses ‘textual’ graphics to describe Downtown Hillbrow, Berea and Braamfontein (Schlapobersky 2002; 12). 
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Figure 2: ‘Bibliographie’ by Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster, showing the book iinstallation (Gonzalez-Foerster 
2008) 
Figure 3: Empire Street book reviewer (Baxter 2013 )
The issue of illiteracy and the need for multi-lingual and easily accessible reading 
material is proposed.  Artist Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster addresses the issue in her art 
“Bibliographie” by creating an isolated reading space in a gallery, where potential readers 
are tempted into but prohibited from a world of literacy (Gonzalez-Foerster 2008) (Figure 
2).  The artwork is a commentary on the inaccessibility of information even when within 
reach. Such exhibitions spatially and critically demonstrate literacy themes that influence 
architecture. 
In 2008, the growth of book publishing in South Africa was noted by The Commonwealth 
Writers’ Association.  They believed that the engendering of critical mass audiences for 
South African literature is as a result of a paucity of publication of books of indigenous 
languages.  The inaccessibility of literature is created through the cultural divide.  The 
importance of other African traditions that extend beyond language is another factor in the 
information divide in South Africa.  Oral traditions still resonate with the majority of the local 
and migrant South African population.  The understanding of the discrepancy between 
these two themes in our context is the key to unlocking information and communication 
boundaries within our country.  The privilege of being able to read is not only a means to 
access information and fictional narrative, but a means to a better livelihood.  Through 
rethinking of how information is accessed, the ability for our spatial environment to assist 
in the cultural divide provides new systems for public education and the cultivation of a 
new social culture of ‘reading’. 
The manner in which information is shared and used is done by dismantling the notion 
of the bound book, and dispersing language within the urban framework. Billboards, 
street signs, newspaper headlines and informal advertising populate the narrative of the 
everyday and re-define the shifting paradigm of the information age. This extroverted 
approach to story-telling attempts to diminish boundaries of exclusivity of reading 
and assists in the circulation of information within the public realm of the city.  This is 
exemplified by the man who sits on Empire Road, Johannesburg accompanied by a stack 
of books providing book reviews as a substitute to begging (Figure 3).  He collects and 
reads the books and then provides reviews for passers-by.
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Incubator projects
The discrepancies between the western ideologies of acquiring knowledge through the 
book and the common-place oral traditions that is home to many cultures in South Africa 
has created a cultural divide in how stories are told and documented. Mediums such as 
whistling expressions, oral African languages and pictorial representations are but a few 
discourses that have been side-lined in mainstream academic settings.  In our highly 
technological context, these oral traditions have a greater similarity to the digital means 
of representation than written word.  These oral traditions may provide a means to lessen 
the stigma that certain low-income communities face with digital technology. 
Incubator projects such as the Khaleketla Library in Drill Hall, Jourbert Park, Johannesburg 
and The Re-animation library, Brooklyn, Manhattan are projects that address these themes 
in their social agendas.  Ahmedabad’s National Design Institute, India hosts workshops 
which involves the community in hand-crafting their own children’s books.  This creation 
of access and production gives the community a sense of ownership over the text, and 
binds the community to a sense of contextual and cultural identity.  It is the engagement 
with the process that enables access to and ownership of information. 
Oral traditions - The archive as a living organism
Many institutions within South Africa have addressed the theme of oral histories and 
archiving, however traditional archiving is detached from the social and excludes the 
subjects for the projects in which they celebrate.  There needs to be a throughway between 
the academic and the social.  The African Oral History Archive with the history workshop 
at The University of the Witwatersrand have begun to successfully address this.  Projects 
like the District 6 Museum, Die Bou Kaap Museum and the Constitutional Court create a 
successful public interface with the nature of their respective political stories.
 
1. To promote literature as a custodian of South African heritage and to successfully
 integrate digital and oral mediums
2. To expose the public to the richness of South African literary heritage and 
 advance the profile of South African literature, and to develop a passion for the
 culture of reading and writing among citizens
3.   To enhance social cohesion and nation building through literature
This requires a five-pronged approach that is strongly linked to outcomes and benefits:
 
1. Developing adult literacy programs tied to job or income generation opportunities 
 and the completion of relevant daily tasks
2. Developing adult literacy programs that help parents improve their own reading
 and writing skills and to show them how to encourage their own children to enjoy
 literacy 
3.    Running awareness and advocacy campaigns to overcome negative attitudes
       associated with illiteracy e.g. shame at being illiterate or low priority placed on 
       education.
4. The challenge of getting millions of children into school must be coupled with
 a strategy to ensure they stay in school and actually finish their education. Again,
 a combination of strategies must be used to overcome all the barriers to
 completing school. 
  b. Literary Objectives
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Herein is described the manner in which the book, 
The Museum of Innocence  and the actual museum 
building complement each other in creating the truth 
and essence of Orhan Parmuk’s stories. Orhan (2009) 
writes:  
“And let those who have read the book enjoy free 
admission to the museum when they visit for the first 
time. This is best accomplished by placing a ticket in 
every copy. The Museum of Innocence will have a 
special stamp, and when visitors present their copy of 
the book, the guard at the door will stamp this ticket 
before ushering them in”  
The notion of the ‘free admission ticket’ in the fictional 
world as well as the real world lends authenticity to 
the literature. This concept is used in ‘The Doorn 
Paperback Project’, in order to create a working 
relationship between books and the building. 
The Museum of Innocence
5.  Use incentives attractive to children and parents to overcome negative attitudes
     towards education 
6. Creating a central body that can accept and manage financial resources for
 international literacy initiatives. Such an entity would liaise with and act on
 behalf of governments, non-profit organisations, the private sector and the
 philanthropic community. 
7. Getting governments to pledge additional funding to combat illiteracy within their
 own nations and to commit to supporting illiterates in developing countries.  
8. Mounting a worldwide fundraising effort to raise awareness, empathy and 
 donations from individual charitable giving to wipe out illiteracy.  
9.  Combining with international and local programs to workshop ideas and allow for
     networked, collaborative, and productive courses.
Ventures such as these liberate the literary licence from the institutional structures of 
libraries and civic buildings.  These projects lend themselves to open space environments 
in which multiple flexible programs can occur. It is this public forum or space which 
becomes the medium for the narratives, translating boundaries into ways in which the 
city is perceived and participated with.  The involvement by societies within public spaces 
for spectacles, festivals and events creates its own sort of fictions; stories that are playful 
and humorous and that triggers the imagination and curiosity (Schneider 2011). 
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‘Museum of Innocence’ by Orhan Parmuk
‘The Museum of Innocence’, page 713, showing the museums ‘single admissions’  ticket, stamped when visitng the museum. 
Books such as Portraits with Keys as well as books 
published as joint ventures with ‘The Doorn Paperback 
Project’ will have a ticket (as shown) that will allow 
access to recreational and educational services in the 
building and free attendance to workshops that require 
a registration fee.
‘The Doorn Paperback Project’ Museum
The museum displays objects which relate to daily 
life in Johannesburg, which are exhibited in carefully 
constructed boxes and vitrines representing items 
used, worn, heard, seen, collected and dreamt of by 
the characters in the novels. 
By displaying the objects and images described in the 
novels, the museum creates an atmosphere befitting 
of the story. It is at once a fictional museum, yet a 
museum depicting ‘Johannesburg Life’. The museum 
is based on the assumption that objects used for 
various purposes and evocative of the most disparate 
memories can, when placed side by side, induce 
unprecedented thoughts and emotions.  This has been 
adapted from the Museum of Innocence Guide.
How does it work?
“Where shall we put the ticket”
“They should put it here of course” 
(Parmuk 2009; 173)
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Avatars of Narrative
c. Essay
 -  Avatars of Narrative
Abstract
Introduction
Mediums of narrative
Spatial narrative
Ownership and control
Characterisation
Virtual interface
The Future: Fictions and imaginaries
The Future: Science/ speculative fictions
Conclusion 
Defintion:
Avatar (n): 
-  an incarnation, embodiment, or manifestation of a 
person or idea.
Aim
To deconstruct principles and ideas from literary processes, such as oral traditions, written 
text and digitalised technology to create a formula or language in which books, architecture 
and the city can exist as parallels.
The precedents and case studies used in this essay aim to illuminate and excite the creative 
process as the medium in which the mentioned parallels materialise. The resultant creative 
product is a translation of process and cannot be judged as an isolated, independent 
object.
Hypothesis
The way in which literature and narrative is structured in contemporary society is reflective 
of spatial dynamics and systems. The instability in contemporary culture, both in literature, 
society and in the physical context unhinges the way in which we design and create 
buildings. 
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Literary Review
The literature conducted looks at the issue of theory and methodology into architecture as 
narrative. The literature review uses this basic frame to define the position for this research 
investigation within contemporary academic discourse as well as framing the relevance of 
this sort of project. 
1. Guy Ailion in his research report “Everywhere is here: Architecture and a developing 
society” (2009) discusses the global shift in the information age and the effect this has 
on society and built form.  Aillion explores the notion of digital progress and accessing 
knowledge from “anywhere by anyone” (Aillon 2009; 18), as a new reality that is still not 
true in many communitites within South Africa. Ailion describes the design process as 
parallels that exist within the information context and the social context. He proposes the 
rethinking of spatial environments that evoke awareness, participation, and immersive 
environments for the production and consumption of digital knowledge. He proposes that 
the contemporary library has the potential for narrowing the cultural divide, providing new 
systems and spaces for public education and cultivating a new social culture of use (Ailion 
2009). 
Similary to Ailion, this thesis looks at the how design methods can be extracted from the 
way in which we access information - through virtual netowrks and clouds. What are the 
steps that can be taken in order to achieve a new standard for architecture in a new age 
of literature, information and narrative? Aillion explores this on a purely information-based 
level. The Doorn Paperback Project aims to the look at the role of the book as an important 
element in which to document progress. The relationship between the book and changing 
virtual worlds creates an interessting tension for which new design types can arise. 
2. Stephen Steyn in his research report “Narrative Factory” (2013) investigates 
the potential of narrative as a design generator. Steyn illustrates ways of extracting 
narratives from architecture through various media “tradionionally dominated by narrative 
construction”. He looks at both cinematic and literary space. The site, is discussed as the
primary generator of both programme and form for the ‘Narrative Factory (Steyn 2013)
Ailion’s research into information data and Steyn’s ‘narrative’ architecture can be combined 
to create architecture within a spatial realm that is both ‘cloud-like’ and ‘fictitious’. Both 
Method
Literary Narrative
1. To explore what is meant by the ‘parallel system’ as a design instigator. What  
 are the notions, principles and ideas that are important to draw from to interrogate
             the architectural theory? 
2. To define parameters in which the ‘parallel systems’ can coherently shape the  
 research. 
3. To establish the ‘parallel system’ as a framework in which to discuss architecture.
4. To balance the way in which theoretical research, interpretative discourse and  
 practical investigation can coherently form an research argument. 
5. Redefining principles – setting up restraints for which academic interrogation and
 personal interest can shape an architectural dissertation. 
Design Narrative
6. Creating abstract models to explore tactile physical aesthetic elements as well as
 using the models to investigate theoretical questions into ‘dismantling’ and
 ‘instability’  as developed through the ‘parallel system’.
7. Using case-studies to support certain areas of exploration.
8. Composing design ideas using both lessons learnt from the literary and the  
 design narratives
9. Choosing a site that will be able to best represent the theoretical and design  
 investigations. 
10. Investigating the site by using the ‘parallel system’ in order to discuss the  
 historical, social and personal, abstract  nature of the site.
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reports develop architecture that is specific to either the  progress of stories in time or the 
development of time within stories. This is an interessting premise for which architecture 
can exits. 
3.  Wynne Leung’s “Invisible University Library” (2008) project discusses themes 
of narrative and information within a complex and ‘mutable’ context. Leftover, invisible 
spaces in the landscape are referred to as ‘mutoscopes’ and the project attempts to 
make visible the hidden narratives of these areas. Displaced urban voids are used as 
‘programmable’ space in which writers can live, research can be recorded and stories can 
be performed. The city becomes the platform in which literature is revived.  Sound and 
activity on the street is combined with the created audio play-back from the intervention 
(Leung 2008). 
This research is extremely relevant within a South Africn context, where the leftover, 
derelict spaces go unnoticed and lost within the urban landscape. In a society where 
the majority of the community has hardly any access to literature and information, it is 
important that it is celebrated and adapted to reach broad audiences. Both the neglect of 
land and literature can be used as companions to initiate an urban network for literature 
in the city. 
The essay ‘Avatars of Mediums’discusses the shift towards a digital way of communicating 
narrative and emphasises the analogies between the mediums of narrative and the 
built form through various themes.  These include the ideology behind structure and 
sequence, the manner in which people engage and interact in a virtual dominant world, 
and the characters and how they control the narratives in which they exist.  What do these 
overlaps mean for the future in architecture?  
Narrative Factory Photomontage: The interpretation and transcription of local narratives into comprehensible 
art products (Steyn 2013; 3)
Invisible University Library: Leung uses the ‘dismantled’ book as a representation of ‘the world today’- 
consumed by the ‘outline of history’. He describes the book as a museum of curiosity (Leung 2008).
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has always been held with great importance politically, economically and scientifically, 
however it forms merely the vehicle of these ideas. Many people are still nostalgic when it 
comes to the smell and feel of paper, finding the “loss of paper” difficult; but many South 
African cultural groups exist through a dialogue of story-telling devoid of the norms of 
paper documentation.  South Africa is representative of the duality and continuity that exist 
between oral and literate societies.  It is the connection between the ‘native’ and modern 
mediums that is interesting in an emerging digital nation.  The structures of digital ways 
of thinking precede the advent of the printing press, and find foundation within primal 
narrative cultures (Meyer 2007). 
South Africa is a good example of what is described in the ‘Gutenberg Parenthesis’ as 
termed by Sauerberg (Pettitt 2010).  The text is very similar to the web as regards the 
definition of communication in media culture.  Both provide an ephemeral media culture of 
orality, conversation and gossip, and whilst the book is regarded as the truth, it like the web 
can be torn apart as it merely represents pages in a book that are glued together.
 
The variations between societies and subcultures with the mediation of texts through 
time and space is dominated by powerful permutations of letters, prints, pages and books 
(Pettitt 2010).  The interpretation of modern and ‘ancient’ or ‘native’ societies assists in 
integrating the gap in the two different worlds of processing information (Meyer 2007).  
The expression of language has evolved both in the use of words as well as from the 
printed word to the digital era. The basic concepts remain the same, however they appear 
to have been modernised. This degree of understanding between the narrative traditions 
within anthropology is also applicable to architecture. 
A similar trend in architectural language is evident when comparing traditional classical 
architecture to popular culture like the more “glitzy Las Vegas style” buildings. Whereas 
statues, gargoyles, and hieroglyphics are found in traditional, classical buildings, the latter 
makes use of billboards, neon lights, signage and bold imagery.  The latter is abstractly 
reductive of ancient representations of religious imagery and symbolism.  Each form is 
defined by its own specific words, style and platforms (Meyer 2007). The fundamental 
Introduction
The art of storytelling (the narrative) often immerses us into a world rich in imagination. 
The narrative is effected in daily life via dialogue and action through the romanticised 
poetry of social, political and historical genres.  These stories are not physical, concrete 
experiences but rather represent intangible concepts. 
We experience these tales not only as impalpable ‘ghosts’ which are bygones of the past, 
but via the various mediums in which they are expressed. This is further accentuated by 
modern technology (Grafton 2007).  In contemporary technology information is inhabited 
by ‘phantom’-like structures that are neither image nor perception; neither real nor unreal. 
The information is not stored in physical form on paper or in books but rather in a cloud of 
information.  The very nature of the intangible story creates a new reality in the interface 
between mediums of storytelling whether classical or digital.  This forms a personal, 
subjective ‘fiction’ expressing a unique interpretation at a particular moment in time. 
These experiences form the literature of our current culture and denote the interface, 
design and construction of the spaces that we influence.  Literature and architecture 
together, are a dialogue of analogue and digital, culture and capital, science and art, 
nature and technology, and local and global (Poole 2011; 4).  
Mediums of narrative
“It’s an old and reassuring story; the bookish boy or girl enters the cool dark library and 
discovers loneliness and freedom” (Grafton 2007).  The idea of reading spaces and the 
manner of information access such as libraries and archives being quiet, passive solitary 
spaces is fast evolving into dynamic, socially interactive hubs.  The computer and the 
internet have transformed reading more dramatically than any technology since the 
printing press (Grafton 2007).  The way in which information is accessed and stored in 
contemporary society is intensified for example by social media.
The primary substrate of communication in literate Western societies from 1700 to 1980 
exists in the bound volumes that occupy archives.  The tradition of documented narrative 
has always found its home in the weighty physicality of the book.  Derrida’s description of 
the “exile of paper” existed long before that of digital technology (Rowe 2012; 1).  Paper 
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Figure 1: Formal sequence through Le Corbusier’s La Tourette, via ramps (Samuel 2010; 205).
similarities and relationships between the oldest and newest thought-technologies of oral 
traditions and the internet can be used to describe and critique architecture within specific 
societal structures over time (Foley 2012). 
Spatial narrative
The convention of primary print reading involves a series of consecutive pages the 
sequence of which is determined by an author.  The reader is guided by the sequence 
that the author sets in place.  This binding or structuring of a sequence of printed pages 
symbolises the integrity and exclusivity of the author to the intent and purpose of the 
novel. The formal narrative is straight forward, following the convention of ‘preface’, 
‘climax’, and ‘ending’.  The dilution of the prescribed narrative is convoluted by the 
reader’s personal story, with chapters of personal memory and familiar experience.  The 
distortion of linearity through the readers own control is part of the dynamic nature of the 
digital interface, and forms a narrative manoeuvred via scripts, algorithms, hyperlinked 
words or icons (Page et al 2011; 2). 
The linear progression of the literary narrative is an experiential thread that extends to that 
of the spatial.  Le Corbusier described the sequence of a building as a story unfolding as in 
a composed piece of writing, performance or composition.  The ‘Architectural Promenade’, 
notable in Le Corbusier’s works, follows the protagonist as he moves through building, 
with each room revealing itself as a new twist in the plot (Samuel 2010; 114) (Figures 1 & 
2).  Le Corbusier orchestrates the ‘Corbusian’ man arriving by automobile at Villa Savoye; 
“The auto enters under the pilotis, turns around the common services, arrives at the 
centre, at the door of entry, enters the garage or continues on its way for the return 
journey; this is the fundamental idea.  He marches no longer in the company of others. 
The footprint in no longer the enfilade of rooms or the plan, but the entire array of roads 
and its extensions – the ramp and associated technologies” (Lerup 2000; 93). 
The classic form of literature in Western societies is that of the ideal ‘novel’ plotline.  Le 
Corbusier’s modernist application to architecture is analogous to this ‘brick and mortar’ 
book structure (Foley 2012; 5).  The manner of accessing information in the digital world 
involves a sequence of images, use of icons and hyperlinks enabling the user to choose 
Figure 2: Circulation to the cells of La Tourette from the ‘O’Euvre Complète’ (Samuel 2010; 192).
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his or her desired path. It is the classical cultures of native African or Arabian cultures that 
resonate with the digression of oral and image narrative communications that manifest 
in this modern virtual world.  Similar to the steps of the ‘Corbusian’ man, the sequence 
of experience in Arab architecture poetically develops the journey of architecture as an 
appraisal by walking; mediating space through ‘the feet’ (Lerup 2000; 93).  ‘How do I get 
there? – as opposed to the Western modernist approach of guided sequence.  In both 
cases however, it is the pathway that matters (Meyer 2007). 
Book case studies versus architecture case studies
In the 1950’s, ‘revolutionary’ authors started restructuring the concept of linear narrative 
and the manner in which the reader engages with the written material (Coe 2011).  Marc 
Saporta’s ‘Composition no. 1’ is an avocation for the abstract hyper digital structures of the 
web and the randomness in which information is accessed (Herd 2011) (Figure 3).  The 
premise of the book is to ‘shuffle pages’ - “comme un jeu de cartes” – and experimentally 
revise the way in which the time and order of events control a man’s life more than the 
nature of these events (Coe 2011, Herd 2011).
“There is a ‘tragic’ anecdote that tells of two men who live in Buenos Aires and Paris. 
Anticipating the age of the ‘Web’ with a non-structure that allows readers to take the 
chapters in any order they wish, the book invites them to be the architects of the novel 
themselves” (Herd 2011).
The erratic and dynamic nature of storytelling in the quote above lends itself to ‘holes’ 
and disruptions compared to the traditional narrative. The incoherent, staggered way 
in which, novels are designed in this case and the process through which knowledge 
is communicated and produced, renders portions of the story to be fragmented.  In the 
‘Nesting Narratives’ exhibition, George Mahashe’s ‘Etc! Etc!’’ challenges the historical 
linearity of building narrative, namely that of the Johannesburg Public Library (Mahashe 
2014) (Figure 4).  Mahashe documents the fragmentation of the building narrative through 
spells of vacancy, abandonment or disaster.  The narrative of what has not been told 
becomes as important as what is.  Mahashe expresses the informality of information as a 
series of ‘digressions’, ‘ramblings’, and ‘stuttering’s’ unfolding a new tale (Mahashe 2014). 
He likens the fragmentation of words in association to histories and architecture to the 
Figure 4: George Mahashe’s video installation of ‘Etc! Etc!’’ (Photograph taken by Amina Kaskar 2014).
Figure 3: Mark Saporta’s ‘Composition No.1’ showing unbound pages of the novel (Creative Application 2011). 
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Figure 5: Pattern diagrams of Hertzburger’s Central Beheer; generation of the floor plan showing the smaller 
buildings that occupy the formal outer building.  (Hertsburger 1972; 9). 
flooding of the library (Mahashe 2014).  This is a poetic and tragic trend of Johannesburg’s 
architectural heritage, also seen with the burning of the Johannesburg Post Office and 
the many abandoned buildings and spaces that occupy the city.  The structures of the 
narrative are conceptual frameworks, each bearing a distinct ideological weight in the field 
of architecture.
Andrea Kahn (1992; 1) describes the ‘collapsing’ changes in the landscape as ‘Mobile 
Ground’.  She extends the literary metaphor to that of an arrangement of the alphabet and 
the numerical system.  The characteristics of both assume a random paradigm of arranging 
elements.  The distinction between a ‘list’ and ‘topography’ holds special significance for 
consideration of architectural vision (Kahn 1992; 12).  Kahn (1992; 12) proposes that 
through this system, there is a sense of control over organisation and ‘neutrality’.  Similarly 
she draws on sequential patterns of narrative in deciphering a ‘uni-dimensional’ quality 
in space suggested by a point of beginning, but challenges the result of an end.  She 
suggests that the system “plots a field rather that inscribes a line” creating distinction, 
discrimination and exclusivity through the adoption of code (Kahn 1992; 12).
Architects such as Herman Hertzburger, Christopher Alexander and Aldo Van Eyk, 
manipulate the idea of ‘virtual scripting’ to encode or generate patterns that ultimately 
influence the design of their buildings (Hertzberger 1972).  Hertzburger’s office building, 
The Centraal Beheer uses the analogy of ‘books within a book’ as suggested by Marc 
Saporta in “Composition no.1”, as a tool to design ‘buildings within a building’.  The building 
is defined by a pattern structure to create internal streets and edges within the building, 
allowing small interior spaces to have the benefit of opening to the outside (Hertzberger 
1972) (Figure 5). 
This non-descript way of architecture challenges the habitants of the building to engage 
with their immediate environment differently.  The informal scripted nature of the information 
software projects onto our built landscape similar to the random connections from one icon 
to the next via a string of hyperlinks.  People are now being accustomed to new manners 
of engaging with information and reflect these engagements within their physical worlds.  
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Ownership and control
There is a shift in the degree to which the ‘spectator’ now has control or takes ownership 
of his/her space and architecture.  A sense of entitled control over one’s environment 
has become second nature.  The role of choosing or influencing the information that we 
engage with daily is beyond that of engaging with our computers and gadgets, and has 
taken over the way in which architecture has evolved.  This can be seen in SANAA’s ‘Rolex 
Learning Centre’ in which the architecture experiments with the role of the individual within 
a non-traditional open programme (Naidoo 2010) (Figure 6). 
This way of thinking is more of an allusion to the past than a projection of a ‘new’.  Yona 
Friedman’s (1956) approach to flexible building construction is paramount in his designs. 
Not only seeking ways for easy construct, but also for deconstruct.  Friedman’s (1956) 
‘mobile’ architecture experiments with the idea of application of the flexible use of private 
and public space (Figure 7); his manifesto allows for occupants to determine the design of 
their own dwellings. 
Carrying through with the software analogy, we can associate our present urban structure as 
an installation of ‘version 1.0’ and use the public to restructure and program the framework 
into a new ‘version 2.0’ through individual and collective creative intervention (Burnham 
2012).  Similar to the manner in which hyperlinks engage the participant, instead of taking 
the modernist approach towards urban design in which objects and areas are created to 
prevent alteration and intervention by the public, what if we created a design which invited 
this (Burnham 2012)? 
Characterisation
In this shift to a new age of narrative, so comes a new age of self-representation.  In the 
conflict of real and virtual space there is a more pronounced consciousness to the notion of 
being.  The internet enables free identity play by adopting false pseudonyms and avatars 
(Page et al 2011; 10, 11).  Like a writer, the person is able to construe their lives as a 
performance or plot in a novel.  The heightened theatrical nature of acted reality conceals 
morality and identity behind masks of virtual characterisation.  In both classical and virtual 
existence the person is merely a player to a narrative which is imagined by the person as 
real (Page et al. 2011; 10, 11). 
Figure 7: Friedmans ‘mobile’ architecture as used in his housing projects (Friedman 1956). 
Figure 6: SANAA’S Rolex Learning Centre with flexible open interior planning, as seen in photographs above 
for ‘ski’ education and other recreational and academic functions (Dent 2011).  
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 “Primitive men had to differentiate themselves by various colours, modern man needs his 
clothes as a mask” (Loos 1908).
Technology allows us to selectively frame ourselves, clad in multiple skins, modifying each 
avatar depending on the purpose and the website (Page et al 2011; 10, 11).  The way in 
which we frame ourselves is not merely by casual domestic interactions but by ways in 
which our entire lives can be curated through selectively purposed documentation.  Reality 
is difficult to find - we are rendered by filters, such as Instagram; “everyone is wearing a 
mask” (Page et al 2011; 10, 11).  
Semper uses the idea of ‘modern masking’ as being a two-fold agenda for the future 
(Cormier 2014).  The purpose is to make good structures; structures of ourselves and our 
architecture.  “Masking doesn’t help” he warns, “when authenticity is no good, it’s false” 
(Cormier 2014).  When there is nothing left to build, the best we can do is to produce 
“exquisite masks” (Cormier 2014).  The renovation of existing and abandoned buildings 
are mere avatars in the digital world, and the authenticity of the building is left in a bygone 
period; the reflective screen of the past (Figure 8). 
A cynical view of the notion of self and how we conceptually perceive ourselves can be 
construed in the manner in which people are mechanised by technology.  The automation 
of scripted software has as much  a concept of self as we have as human beings – eighty 
percent of who we are, is programmed anatomically as functional beings with the small 
portion attributed to the perception of self-being (Linklater 2013).  The same can be said 
about our architecture. 
Modernist architecture is mainly functional.  In order to attribute human qualities to a 
building we need to create a perception of self being.  Furthermore, provision of quality to 
architecture requires expression of the personality of the architects, the inhabitants and the 
context (both cultural and physical characteristics).  Architecture represents stories of time 
and culture.  Qualities that express the personality of the building take into consideration 
the environment, cost, time, and qualitative aspects of building material.
Figure 8: Image of the Turbine Hall in Johannesburg, above, the old derelict building and below, the renovated 
‘mask’ (Unite 2009). 
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Virtual interface
Dialogue and interaction, the visible narratives of the everyday are now being inverted. 
The age of electronic exchanges is replacing physical transactions, and virtual spaces are 
substituting public spaces.  It is a telecommunication revolution, the ‘commodification of 
bits’ is replacing the modernity of mass produced physicality (Mitchell 1995; 232).  We are 
heading towards an architecture of intelligent control.  The development of communication 
technology and personal sensory gadgets has provided society with altered spatial 
perceptions and possibilities of accommodation through architecture.  It can de-materialise 
physical boundaries and re-establish lost connections (Mitchell 1995; 232).  The mutual 
‘sharing’ of space re-evaluates efficiency and addresses the rapid densification experienced 
in urban areas (Page et al 2011; 5).
How do we create or comprehend a space where the architecture, in which the conversation 
and exchange which takes place, is not stimulated by floors, walls and ceilings, but by virtual 
platforms? The interactions do not happen face to face, but through virtual tools - “agents of 
exchange” (Page et al 2011; 2-4).  The incomprehensible logic of neutralised geographical 
context within a platform of dialogue is strange.  There is an exclusive community that 
breaks boundaries of geography creating a globalised platform for narrative.  What does 
this now mean in a geographically neutral zone, when stories are so determined by the 
contexts in which they play out? The Doorn Paperback Projects achieves this through the 
‘Literary Book Calender’ (pg 170-171). 
 
Architecture based on notions of the ‘non-locative’ and ‘non-geographical’ is used by Marti 
Guixe to design his Food Facility that works like a digital search engine.  The restaurant is 
symptomatic of the change in analogue thinking and acts as affirmation to the emergence 
of the internet (Possel 2005).  Internet jargon appropriated itself in the kitchen – the ‘food 
host’, the ‘food advisor’ and the ‘food DJ’.  In the slipstream of digital technologies and 
the internet, customs and needs developed with profound effect on the configuration of 
our material environment (Possel 2005).  Food Facility was the physical realisation of the 
virtual possibilities promised by search engines like Google or Yahoo.  Via culinary, cultural 
and social linking itself to the local take-out network, Food Facility became a platform with 
limitless possibilities to change its form (Possel 2005) (Figure 9). Figure 9: Photographs showing the dynamic structure of the Guixe’s Food Facility (Possel 2005). 
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Adolf Loos describes it as ‘being there, therefore everywhere” (Song 2011); the statement 
not merely a product of historicism and nationalism, but a theme of ‘located-ness’.  He 
implemented this as critical notion of social participation (Song 2011). 
The phantom presence in architecture is shown by designers who make the transient and 
the immaterial visible; enhancing the idea of the immaterial as an “apparition”.  These 
range from pop-up shops, pop-up events and guerrilla brands to moving merchandising 
architecture.  With the notion of ‘pop-up’, new characters surface and a new animation 
of the experience is created through every revival (Edelkoort 2011).  In the exhibition 
‘The Pop-Up Generation – Design between Dimensions’ the experience of multi-media 
installations (films and performances) transform into clocks, chairs, songs and lights. 
Objects are animated by technology, from cardboard puzzles that transform into three 
dimensional sculptures or computer programmes bringing the stories within books to life 
(Figure 10).  There is an elasticity and fluidity that creates shifts in the roles of the objects, 
connecting and merging between dimensions to possibly create and define a new one 
(Edelkoort 2011). 
Emil Kaufmann (1933), when describing the autonomy in architecture as seen in Ledoux’s 
work (1933), defines the formal aspects in architecture as “cubic masses, bare walls, 
frameless apertures, and flat roofs” (McEwan 2013).  The combination of these elements 
creates a discourse for a formal language (McEwan 2013).  The unfamiliar territory of 
‘pseudo-scientific’ and technologically heightened work, challenges the formal autonomy 
traditionally preached. 
The impermanent and immaterial are heightened by technology and the idea of 
mathematics, science and machinery; and form structures ‘without’ architecture’ defined 
by statistical analyses, technological optimism and expendability such as can be seen in 
Archigram’s ‘Plug-in City’, Paolo Soleri’s ‘anamorphic urbanism’ and Archizoom’s radical 
‘No-stop City’ (McEwan 2013).  The abstract notion of ‘weightlessness’ is expressed by 
Zaha Hadid through cantilevers and open space (Van de Worp 2014) (Figure 11).  With 
the conception of weight, so stems the idea of material – “what the brick wants to be” 
(Kahn 2003).  Not only is the technology in the architecture significant but representation 
of mediums is vital too.  Tools such as the photocopier soon became a site for vigorous 
experimentation, smearing and distorting images (Van de Worp 2014).
Figure 10: ‘Pop Up’ architecture as represented in the ‘Design between Dimensions’ exhibitions (Edelkoort 
2011). 
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Thus, architectural form cannot be considered as a single, isolated event because it 
is bound by both the material and immaterial reality in which it exists (McEwan 2013). 
Immateriality can surpass that of the role of architecture, but also as a product of social, 
cultural, economic and political concern (McEwan 2013). 
Ttechno-jargon such as software and hardware can be translated into the physicality, 
permanence and materiality of architecture.  The system of information both in storage 
and transmission has changed. The definition of ‘memory’ becomes more than the revival 
of the subconscious memory of the landscape, as seen by ruins and archaeology, but is 
now defined as digital memory - ‘RAM’ (Sample 2010). 
Technology and the role of the computer have created a ‘metaphysical’ virtual world in 
which the reality we inhabit is experienced through a computer or television screen.  The 
duality of both an outside reality and internalised escape creates a space in which the 
spectator is suspended in time. There is a tension between the foreign illusion created 
behind the screen of a gadget as well as what is authentic and relatable to the spectator. 
The boundaries between real and imaginary are blurred (Baudrillard 1993; 38). These 
relationships are defined by the authenticity of the experience created in terms of the 
truth of the cultural, historical and architectural contexts in which one is actually located 
(Plevoets et al 2012; 1) 
The internalisation of space provides a backdrop for the discussion of the ‘home’ focusing 
on a landscape of architecture that is internalised to the personal experience of the space 
exclusive to one’s house.  Dorothy when leaving Oz, the land of the spectacle, chants 
thrice “There is no place like home’ to awaken to the familiar, mundane setting of Kansas 
(Bucher 2005). Looking at the house interiors of Adolf Loos and Le Corbusier, the story of 
the interior is told as the relationship between the outside over ‘spectacular’ and loud media 
mass culture. They describe the ‘home’ as the “private space of solitude and anonymity” 
with conflicting notions of the ‘home’ being an extension of the public life of spectacle, 
display and movement (Bucher 2005).  Loos imagined this internalisation as the “noble 
pursuit of life” (Munz 1966). He felt building for human beings meant the designing of ‘quiet 
communion’; people for well-being need to be alone and able to concentrate (Munz 1966). 
Figure 11: Zaha Hadid’s ‘cantilever’ represented the ‘true structure of modernism’ - This influence can be seen 
in her early work such as ‘The Peak’ (Van de Worp 2014).
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Figure 12: ‘Shiny surface of gadget’; Saporta’s ‘Composition No. 1’ E-book on an IPad (Cormier 2014). 
Hertzburger’s ‘Central Beheer’ celebrates the immediate space, utilising thresholds and 
smaller details to grow outwards to create the complete building (Hertzburger 1972). 
Similar questions arise in the discussion into the virtual escape of technology as to whether 
the ‘home’ or ‘gadget’ is an escape from the world or becomes a part of it (Song 2011). 
The boundaries of buildings and those of computer or “gadget” screens create a dialogue 
between inside and outside.  
Traditionally urban space is designed as a platform in which people can engage and 
interact. The realm of the urban consumer space disrupts the urban public space norm 
of human-to-human engagement and creates moments of human to object relationships 
- “Commodity fetishism of glass displayed objects” (Lungstrum 1999).  The glass edge 
of the gadget screen serves to personalise the mass commodity of consumerism to an 
individual ‘comfortable’ engagement.  The screen appeals to all yet also to the specific 
individual. 
Through the thin shiny surface of the gadget, a framed reality is reflected (Figure 12). 
The placed objects in turn mask and pervert the true reality.  Within the screen there is 
an absence of the complete image in the physical context.  This absence is filled with the 
contents behind the glass, creating a stage in which the spectator reflects as a mirage over 
a new reality created within the screen.  This dual context has a distorted relation to reality; 
a hyperrealism that appeals to nostalgia and creates a social microcosm in which one now 
exists (Plevoets et al 2012; 3).
The notion of framing can be seen in the work of Semper and Schinkel (1834), in their 
shared view that architecture is a frame that should accommodate human experience 
(Cormier 2014). Their description of the stage design can be compared to the digital 
screen.  Architectural elements take on this framing quality, as can be seen in paintings; 
the colonnade often serves as a frame through which the viewer’s gaze must pass to reach 
the landscape, moving from a bound closed space into a space of daylight and distance 
(Cormier 2014).  There is a singular image that the frame focuses on, in which all other 
spatial reality is blurred (Figure 13).
Figure 13: Drawing of neo-classical interior showing the dominant columns framing the room (Cormier 2014). 
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The future: Fictions and imaginaries
A nostalgia is created for an augmented future.  Artist Hobson, in his work ‘Fantasy Google 
Street Views’ realises this nostalgia by experimenting with the rendering of documented 
real landscapes with dream-like ‘cinema-scapes’ (Brook 2014) (Figure 14).  The notion 
of time depicted in the real archived images lends to the fictional nature of what we see 
anyway. The tainting of the real does not change the truth, but represents an alternative to 
reality.  The archived image is suspended in time, in which the imagined is either a possible 
present or future occurrence.  This represents the fluidity of the unknown through time that 
exists through the reality behind the true place. 
Created worlds have become common in enhancing the purist notions of classical reality, 
either substituting or implementing the generation of imagination through computer.  Baz 
Luhrmann (1996) de-mystified the language of Shakespeare with his adaptation of the 
context/set of ‘Romeo and Juliet’’.  Technology is used to create a heightened present; a 
collage of modern and classical images drawn from religion, theatre, folklore, technology 
and pop culture (Luhrman 1996).  The idea is to use ‘twentieth century icons’ to unlock the 
‘cage of obscurity’ represented by the tales (Luhrman 1996). 
The Bartlett course, ‘Crash: Architectures of the Near Future’ utilises film and animation 
to devise representations of ‘synthetic space’ (Sellars 2008).  Ballard’s writing was the 
inspiration in which to deploy ‘actual’ and ‘virtual’ environments’ to form a coherent 
analysis of the challenges inherent in a supersaturated technological world (Sellars 2008). 
Synthetic space is the merging of the actual and the virtual; writers like Ballard (1960’s) 
and Burroughs (1950’s) describe it as the inability to differentiate between spaces and 
their representations – where spatial representations are increasingly becoming spatial 
propositions. 
Unlike the symphony of classic architectures, digital architecture alludes to the fragmentation 
of components and elements.  Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye was a utopian vision of modern 
existence, in which he describes the “distillation and abstraction of classical order” (Samuel 
2010).  Le Corbusier notated the stair, corridor, rope and ramp as virtual-like tools for which 
to reach up and away from the constraints of the past (Figure 15). All these technologies 
promise speed, efficiency and opulence beyond.  However optimistic the existence of 
Figure 14: Hobson’s ‘Fantasy Google views’ - “Unorthodox” and “South African Falls”, the latter showing a 
photoshopped Hartebeesport Dam (Brook 2014).
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utopia and architecture is towards each other, it casts a critical light on the ‘invisible seam’ 
between the two (Arnall 2014).
The realms of past, present and future are heightened in extremes; nostalgia, excess, 
waste.  In science fiction architectural representation is formulaic; clinical, shiny glass 
buildings all arranged in structured formation reaching impossible heights or on the other 
hand the extreme of dilapidating rustic machinery crumbling into oblivion.  In the discord of 
cultures, destitute economies, mass media and hyper technology, old structures disappear 
and are “replaced by a longing synergy that flourishes with new worldwide means of 
communication” (Edelkoort 2011).  Science fiction relies on extremities, withholding 
the tensions that exist between the two.  The future is fuelled with our insecurities of 
its unknown, morphing the present with the consequences of our actions, and echoing 
Newton’s third law; “for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction”. 
Kibwe Tavares in his film uses conceptual ideas to rationalise narrative through architecture. 
In ‘Jonah’ he designs the transformations of an old fishing town into a ‘futuristic, gritty, 
seedy and magical’ version of itself (Tavares 2013) (Figures 16). In Tavares sequel short 
film he follows a group of children playing hide and seek, ‘Chupan Chupai’ (Tavares 2013) 
commentating on the economic and technological boom in India as a new digital city with 
the intimacy and naivety in the children’s play.  The ‘smart’ city is discovered and unravelled 
by a classic children’s game.  The digital gorilla of the urban vanishes in the true worlds 
of the children as they discover how to ‘hack’ the city, opening up a network of hidden and 
forgotten spaces, behind the scenes of everyday streets (Tavares 2013) (Figure 17).  The 
idea of ‘hacking’ prompts a sort of productive ‘vandalism’.  This ‘do-it-yourself’ approach to 
the city grounds itself to a vast expansion of creativity in the city (done without permissions 
or commissions). This open source urban approach re-establishes trends of urban ‘post-it’ 
and ‘pop-up’ projects. 
Tavares design of the future city fuses technology and built matter as one programmable 
environment.  The setting restructures the manner in which we engage with the city and 
highlights the use of gestures in which to interact or control the elements of the city; opening, 
ascending and transporting (Tavares 2013).  There is a shift between the geometric 
synthesised city and the organic rural undergrowth (Tavares 2013).  A ‘generosity’ or 
‘handshake’ is extended between the two growing settings.
Figure 15: Artwork by Jirayukoo, entitled “Agency Rush”; depicts elevating elements described by Le Corbusier 
– stair, ramp, and escalator – tools in technological utopia (Coote 2014; 21). 
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Figure 17: Screenshots of Tavares’ Chapan Chupai, showing the children engaging with the built environment 
and changing it while they play (Tavares 2013). 
Figure 16: Screenshot of the films two leads witnessing the changing infrastructure of the city (Tavares 2013) 
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Creating architecture
The understanding of the shift between the classical and the digital lies within the architecture 
and the city.  The understanding of systems and the coherence of narratives complete full 
circle and it is difficult to discern between mediums and time periods.  Narrative, both 
true and surreal exists through time as a deconstruction of classical elements running in 
parallel with technological development. 
As discussed in this essay, the ‘mediums’ in which architecture and narrative exists is 
in the interest of the development of cultural identity. Unpredictable architecture with 
complex and ambiguous thresholds is of particular interest in emerging cultures within 
Johannesburg. A place for spontaneous development of new practices need not exist in 
isolation. New architectural typologies cannot exist within extreme architectural conditions 
as defined in the past - Leon Krier’s, Urban Components (1984) advocates an architectural 
requirement that is stable and homogenous within a relatively static society with a specific 
emerging typology, while Bernard Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette (1983 – 1987) promotes 
for a more complex understanding of the content of architecture rather than ‘form’ and 
‘use’ as the content of architecture. It is between these two extremes that new practices of 
architecture can emerge. 
Siri Hustvedt defines this emerging practice or narrative as a “mental movement in time” 
(Steyn 2013). The use of narrative is necessitated by the speculative character of any 
unbuilt architecture (Steyn 2013). Fiction can be employed as an additional measure in 
order to create a sense of the experience of architecture from self-consciously subjective 
points of view. Narrative is also used to generate architecture, a practice eloquently 
summarised by Jean-Pierrede la Porte in the conclusion of “10+ Years 100 Buildings: 
Architecture in a Democratic South Africa” (Joubert 2009):
 “Globally, current art and social history, as well as spatial geography, have become the 
scholarly ciphers to an ideal public realm. In South Africa, a new kind of architect has 
emerged using these disciplines like a novelist, who formulates a fictitious but particular 
reader before characters and events can unfold. Hence, buildings can be conceived as 
interventionary props and civic adjuncts in the lives of conscientiously imagined users” 
(2009, pp. 442). 
The Future: Science/speculative fictions
Speaking of technology and science with regard to robots and science fiction is not a 
far cry from architectural design.  Architecture alludes to the future, we see this as we 
drive by empty stands with billboards presenting future projects.  Each proposition is an 
assumption towards an imagined future – a better future.  In this sense architecture is a 
commitment to utopia. 
Science fiction is the very core of the ‘utopian’ strand of literature.  George Orwell, 
William Gibson and Neal Stephenson, fiction writers that seem to write true the faults that 
architects seem to discern – more believable.  This relationship between architecture and 
science fiction involves the speculation of an apocalyptic notion of the built environment; 
“ecological crisis to technological fetishism and augmentation, and from urban ruination to 
suburban mob culture” (Sellars 2008).
The premise for science fiction is where there is a danger of things falling apart with the 
hope of redemption and survival.  The idea in which technology takes us so forward into 
the future where these possibilities exist is cliché.  When we talk about technology it is 
always counterbalanced with a ‘primitive’ and native ideology.  It is poignant how earlier 
discussions on African traditions in narrative and thereof the space making, comes around 
full circle.  The notion of storytelling under a tree to hyper-fiction on the internet is the 
duality in which the realm of science fiction exists.  Africa is the platform for science fiction 
demonstration – a “black Sci-fi becomes a pan-African venture” (Akomfrah 1995).  It is the 
premise of the sci-fi novel for the messianic characters to replace the narrative of science 
and progress for ‘cosmic’ philosophies.  The plot is to retrace, deconstruct, and retrace 
oppressive main stream media networks using the sensitivity of classical, native cultures. 
“What do we do when access to memory/the past has been standardised and the potential 
to manifest and (dis)embody the joyous unknown has been shamed and left behind?” 
(Akomfrah 1995)
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In Ludwig Wittgenstein’s first, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, he attempted to define the 
relationship between language and reality; he suggested that which could not be said 
could only be shown (Maginn 2008). In his publication, The Investigations, he rejects the 
view that language represents the world and instead sought to reconnect the philosophical 
study of language to everyday practice (Maginn 2008). He began to believe that language 
could morph and mould to occupy more space, language was not bound but was free to 
change. Architecturally he explored the idea of boundaries in the Stonborough-Wittgenstein 
house (Figure 19).
The notion of boundaries is exciting as it represents the essence of what is meant by 
both ‘avatars’ and ‘mediums’. The philosophical implications of boundaries are used by 
architects to decode and implement ways in which architects are aiming to design for 
the information age (Figure 20 & 21). Today information is more like a cloud, invisible 
and intangible. Information is amorphous and almost accessible by anyone. Ailion (2009) 
questions in his research ‘What did Google mean for Architecture?’ – 
“How is architectural form and programming altered, evolved, adapted, and sometimes 
completely disintegrated in order to accommodate new forms of information access, 
communication technologies, and digital interfaces in the rip-curl current of the information 
revolution currently underway?”(Ailion 2009). 
The dissolution of boundaries may be the answer, both architecturally and socially. The 
Doorn Paperback Project addresses design in relation to boundaries in most aspects 
- materiality, design principles, tectonics and most significantly in the way the building 
interacts with the context and the community. The Doorn Paperback Project - ‘2014 Book 
Calendar’ - plays a part in bridging social divides by combining the Doornfontein community 
networks with Johannesburg literary networks. Architecturally the implementation of these 
principles can be seen in Chapter 3 Design Concept: Preliminary investigations (Design 
Principles p. 216 – 225). The Doorn Paperack Project responds to the ‘parallel system’ in 
defining architectural principles. This is not a linear process, but cross references ideas 
and methods throughout the three chapters of this research report. 
Figure 19: A visualisation of Wittgenstein’s Tractatus that brings out the mystical side of language, image and 
architecture (Wainstein 2010)
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Figure 20: Implementing architectural principles for the information age (Maginn 2008). 
Does a cloud have boundaries?
The nature of opaque boundaries
Encased                          Closed                        Permeable                        Open                         Clear
Encased                          Closed                        Permeable                        Open                         Clear
The relationship of densities
Figure 21: Implementing architectural principles for the information age (Maginn 2008). 
Empericism and Perspectivism 
The nature of opaque boundaries
Encased                          Closed                        Permeable                        Open                         Clear
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How does the 
shifting paradigm of 
the information age 
influence the design 
process?
1. Design  
  Strategy
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The books are dismantled and layered with text, paper, strings and landscaping and 
architectural elements. This process experiments with the fragmented, unbinding nature 
of narrative, sequence and representation. 
stripping of layers 
layering of textile mediums 
folding/distorting 
text an imagery
These models are both literal and abstracted versions of both the landscape and the 
proposed design intervention. Ideologically they explore the notion of augmenting the 
classical and re-wording the narrative of information accessibility.
“Artistic practices constantly change and evolve – throughout, paper has played a central 
role, as both medium and support material. Historically and conventionally linked to 
the disciplines of drawing, printmaking and painting, avant-garde practices have both 
challenged and expanded on the traditional expectations and versatility of paper. Through 
techniques such as tearing, collage, photomontage, folding and new digitised applications, 
a vast array of artistic routes have opened up. Contemporary practices, concepts and 
production continuously reinvigorate this simple and ancient media” - PAPERWORK An 
Exhibition of Contemporary South African Works on Paper (2014). 
Dismantling books
 a. Charette
 - Dismantling bo oks
This investigation is experimental and creative, giving 
rise to an array of ideas and materials generative* 
of a design concept or strategy.   
*generative: having the power or function of 
generating, originating, producing, or reproducing in an 
evolutionary process, diversity, multiplicity, symbiosis, 
alliances, interactivity, networks etc. 
The folding process is not literal and does 
not relate to the visual form or product of the building 
(forms do not fold). The architectural forms can best 
represent, symbolise or somehow evoke the continuity 
of change and motion.
Brief
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On a closer inspection, the viewer may experience 
the spatial qualities of specific details within the tears 
and folds of the books. The intricate and fragile points 
within the connections and joints create interesting 
moments within the different materials.
Up-close
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New spatial forms are generated by hanging 
fragmented, torn pages and sewing them together. 
The dynamic nature of the swinging model creates 
unpredictable and variable images and allows the 
viewer to experience the same object in new and 
exciting ways.
Swinging and moving
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These precedent studies look at how books are used 
in contemporary art.  The spatial conditions created 
by manipulating materials are used as a means of 
symbolism and expression. The books, text and paper 
are used as mediums in which the artists create the 
works. 
Note: The images are numbered and are listed 
according to artist, exhibition and year in the Image 
List: Sample Board 1: Art on page 99. The text extracts 
are taken from personal descriptions by the artist and 
are referenced on page 99. 
The intention for this type of investigation is borrowed 
from Jean-Max Colard, in his writings for the 
Expodrome exhibition at the Musée d’Art Moderne de 
la Ville de Paris in 2007:
“The conception of a language made out of sculptures, 
films and books – expanded literature – and the use, 
sometimes excessive, of corrupted quotations of other 
voices, configure signs of an artistic research that 
seeks new ways of writing and new authorship models” 
(Colard 2007).
Charette in the context of conceptual art
 b. Precedents
 - in art
2
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
“An ongoing drive toward another reading of texts, one that is more malleable, 
closer to interpretation, more open to border-crossing and genre-bending – 
reading as a malleable, ‘plastic’ art form.”
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The fragmented illusion of dynamically suspending random pieces 
of wood, but when looked at at a certain angle it forms a full 
comprehensible object.
Stephen Hobbs’ pop-up novelty book, cleverly 
manipulates urban elements as he extrudes 
maps, images and patterns from the pages of the 
book. 
‘The traffic between fabric, representation and 
imagination produces the ‘imagined;  city where we 
actually live.’ - Stephen Hobbs
‘I’m Sorry, But We’re Closed’ 
was created based on the idea 
that all literature is inspired 
and influenced by the books 
that came before it.
The emphasis on the fragmentation and repetitive 
nature of text in a 3d spatial manner.
“I see myself as a failed writer yet still 
someone with a strong fantasy, an 
obsessive desire to write”–Dominique 
Gonzalez-Foerster
10
9
11
13
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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“Keeping away from those readers who 
insist on a strict separation between high 
literature and popular creation”
The page layout is derivative from the golden ratio 
- perfect symmetry
The first 3d printed book cover  - “On Such a Full Sea”
“The book itself is a building block.”
22
21
23
25
26
24
“The discussion of collective memory and private stories based on the ideas related to accumulation, inventory, collection, archive 
and encyclopedia”
“In the park, visitors sit to read; as if a feeling of 
uncanniness caused by that environment poked the 
desire to read. It was as if Ballard’s science fiction 
could be felt in the exhibition site. The interest of 
the artist in dealing with the perception and creation 
of dystopian spaces, as well as the impossibility of 
reading and writing in those space. 
Bibliograhie: Installation at Jan Mot (Gonzalez-Foerster 2008) 
Untitled : Book and sand (Gonzalez-Foerster 2011). 
Desert Views: Installation at “In the tropics of 
Inhotim“, Brazil (Gonzalez-Foerster 2010).
Deserrtic : Installation at “chronotypes & 
dioramas”, DIA Art Foundation, New York 
(Gonzalez-Foerster 2009). 
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 b. Precedents
 - in architecture
These architectural precedent studies look at the 
idea of ‘non-architecture’.  The projects blur the lines 
between art, function, architecture and nature. There is 
a lightness and ephemeral quality to the works. 
The projects are divided into three themes - program, 
site and design based themes. These include ideas 
that: 
1.  Focus on literature, archiving and oral culture
2.  Are located in unsightly conditions 
3.  Use architecture as art, installation and public space 
MOMA PS 1 YAP 2014 Runner-up: Underberg by Lamas
This project experiments with the idea of  the ‘invisible wall’; the 
‘moulding’ of a magical urban space in which suspended pods hover 
above the public space below. The concept of water as a ephemeral 
element that curtains and masks spaces creates thresholds that exist 
in a sumliminal architecture, not real, but real.
This light, ephemeral quality of the project stands in contrast with 
the heavy structural aesthetic of the steel pilons and cables. The 
tension in the heavy pods hovering above the crowd creates a surreal 
drama between the ground level public space and the uninhabited 
architecture in the sky. 
A
B
C
D
MOMA PS 1 YAP 2014 Runner-up:  Mirror Mirror by Collection LOK
The draping canopy and gravel mounds create a 
continous landscape as they move viewers through the 
courtyard and up above ground level for a direct view 
over the courtyard and street. The landscape becomes 
more than context and topography but a synergy of light 
drapery, hanging elements, play elements, showers, 
buoys, and swings. 
The Playing Field by Assemble Studio
The belief in the importance of addressing the typical 
disconnection between the public and the process by 
which spaces are made. 
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Micro-urban spatial conditions - gaps and “junk” 
spaces - “the dust collectors of the city”
The city is perceived as three main surfaces. This 
perception has flattened the urban experience and 
eliminated other essential urban elements such as 
side gaps, roof top edges etc. 
Addressing three-dimensional movement, various 
connections between roof-scape and street-scape, 
between facades and bridges and pieces of urban 
furniture - exsiting fire ladders and escape stairs 
connect the ground to the roof and spiral stairs and 
ladders connect different roofs. 
E
Viewing the city through childrens eyes
“How often are spontaneous, primitive, radical actions 
implimented in large urban centres? 
F
G
“The Schaustelle is an operational platform as well as 
think tank”
H
I
j
Urbanism
Activity: Lectures, events, projections, 
viewing, procuring, socialising, gathering, 
collaborating and changing
Folly for a Flyover by Assemble Studio
A temporary project that demonstrated the 
potential for a disused motorway undercroft in 
Hackney Wick to become a new public space 
for the area. For 9 weeks, this neglected and 
unwelcoming non-place was transformed into 
a host space for local residents and visitors 
alike. The Folly invested the site with a positive 
future by re-imagining its past – posing as a 
building trapped under the motorway.
“Mountain City”
“A town designed to give equal standing to hills and 
buildings. Groups of hills blending seamlessly with sum 
total of built spaces.”.
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Sample board 1: Precedents in art
1.  Bibliographie by Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster at Jan Mot, 2008
2.  One Point Chair  by Costakis Collection for exhibition, Composition 
     -construction-production/the russian avant-gaurd and 
     contemporary art, in Moni, Lazariston
3.  Alphabet Coupe by Helene Ducroque at Oeilbleu.com 
4.  Your House by Olaf Eliasson, Copenhagen for the Library Council
     of the Museum of Modern Art, Copenhagen, 2014
5.  Pop-up Book by Stephen Hobbs for Be Careful in the Working
     Radius at David Krutz Gallery, 2013
6.  201 Days by  katie Lewis
7. -
8,  Upstairs Downstairs by Karl Holmquist at Gallery Neue, 2014
9,  Hats Off! by Chloe Reid at Gallery AOP, 2013
10.  One Point Chair  by Costakis Collection
11.  One Point Chair  by Costakis Collection 
12.  One Point Chair  by Costakis Collection 
13.  Pop-up Book by Stephen Hobbs for Be Careful in the Working
       Radius at David Krutz Gallery, 2013
14. Pop-up Book by Stephen Hobbs for Be Careful in the Working 
      Radius at David Krutz Gallery, 2013
15.  One Point Chair  by Costakis Collection
16.  201 Days by  katie Lewis
17.  201 Days by  katie Lewis
18.  Hanif Shoaei for the Istanbul Modern Art Museum, 2014
19.  Pop-up Book by Stephen Hobbs at David Krutz Gallery, 2013
20.  Die Marmory Show at Deborah Schamoni, 2012
21. In Memorium by Mickey Smith for the Library Science Exhibition
22.  Hats Off! by Chloe Reid at Gallery AOP, 2013
23.  On Such A Full Sea: A Novel by Chang-rae Lee, London, 2014
24. Information Infrastructure Red Tape by Stephen Hobbs for Be
      Careful in the Working Radius at David Krutz Gallery, 2013
25.  Printed Matters for LA Book Fair at the Geffen Contemporary
       at MOCA, 2014
26.  Raume Yellow by Anne Linberg at the Nerman Museum of
       Contemporary Art, 2012
Image listPublic Library and Reading Park by Martin Lesarraga, 
2007
The project arises from creating a new topography that 
references and qualifies the existing public facilites 
on the site as well as creating urban, cultural and 
leisure alternatives for citizens. The folded terrain 
characterises the design, and merges the two functions 
of  Library and Park. 
YAP IM-Debris Competition Entry
The main purpose of this design is to use material that 
are usully experienced from a distance. This includes 
materials left from a construction. The intent is to have 
visitors re-discover where it came from, in a place 
designed by it in the first place. 
K
L
M
N
Invisible University Library explores the position of the book, the 
writer, education and communication in contemporary society. The 
project identify the shift from written language to technological 
media, focussing on audio culture. 
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 c. Design methodology
 - Composing ideas
Sample board 2: Precedents in architecture
A.  MOMA PS 1 YAP 2014 Runner-up: Underberg by Lamas
B.  MOMA PS 1 YAP 2014 Runner-up: Underberg by Lamas
C.  The Playing Field by Assemble Studio
D. MOMA PS 1 YAP 2014 Runner-up:  Mirror Mirror by Collection
     LOK
E. Sixty-nine seventy Salt Lake RE-envision/ Roof-scape Escape by
     AGA Kwiecien Architecture
F.  Always Party/ Siempre Fiesta by Andres C-arretero and Carolina
     Klocker, Madrid, 2014
G.  Sketches from “Plants and Architecture”by Junya Ishigami, 1998
H.  Schaustelle Scaffolding Structure by J. Mayer H
I. -
J.  Folly for a Flyover by Assemble Studio
K.  Public Library and Reading Park by Martin Lesarraga, 2007
L.  Invisible University Library by Wynne Leung, 2008
M.  YAP IM-Debris Competition Entry / Yalin Architectural Design,
      2013, Istanbul
N. 
Image list
The design methodology uses the contemporary idea of a book as a means for speculation. 
The artistic and theoretical exploration is indistinguishable from the design and its editing 
process. The method enables the use of architecture in order to disturb the order of things 
and to frame political and critical frameworks. This is done through the ephemeral and 
nomadic intentions towards architecture and the site. 
The design is to inhabit an absurd and fictinal space. 
This will be done by investigating the following ideas:
art
nomadism
installation
carving, forming, sculpting
purist forms
minimalist aesthetic
tensions
 materiality
 form
 light
 context
 structure
 fictitious and real
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How do you develop 
an information 
society in a specific 
social context today?
2. Site
110 111
The site selection process, as much as it is instinctual, follows an investigation of the spatial 
quality and integrity of the site. These criteria include that of a ‘non-site’- rather than having 
the perfect conditions and practical reasoning usually associated with site and place. The 
‘textual’ quality of several sites were explored as precedents for the choice of the final 
site. The following pages form a rough conceptual book presenting the investigations for 
the site. This includes, amongst others, maps of the sites and listing of their individual 
characteristics. The use of cotton, literally threads the fragmented plots of the chosen 
sites, sewing random words and phrases to help decipher a narrative and system to the 
final site decision. 
The sites include:
1. The Constitutional Court Precinct. The old fort site excites the opportunity for 
design by using either the courtyard or the grass berm.  This is seen as a view to redefining 
the formality of the law and politics into a more social and interactive milieu for the people 
of Hillbrow. 
2. The Brenthurst library explores the notion of the formal library and how it can 
be re-animated in contemporary society.  By using the existing library as a platform for 
experimentation in both architecture and literary narrative. 
3. Similarly, the site in front of the William Cullen Library on the University of the 
Witwatersrand campus was considered.
The final site was chosen in New Doornfontein. This site appeared more interesting and 
appropriate for the creation of a new urban dialogue. The existing urban conditions on 
the site and the way in which architecture, public space and people interact creates the 
platform for the ‘textual’ re-scripting.
The setting for 
a story
a. Site selection and directives
 - The setting for a story
Using a similar methodology to earlier investigations, 
this report uses the book as a tool to document the 
process for the site selection. 
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Mediating the 
divide
The Old Doornfontein township is south-east of the central City area and borders on 
the triangular stretch of “Uitvalgrond”. The Education Precinct is located in Doornfontein 
and is bordered by Saratoga Avenue to the north, the railway edge to the south, 
Silverwright Expressway to the east, and Nugget Street to the west. New Doornfontein 
was subsequently developed as an extension of Doornfontein, east of Siemert Road. The 
Manufacturing Precinct is located partly in New Doornfontein and partly in Doornfontein. 
It is bordered by Nugget Street in the west, the railway line in the north and east and 
Market and Bezuidenhout streets in the south. My site mediates the islands of derelict 
left over space created by the railway, dividing the north and south of the site. 
The land value of Doornfontein has slowly declined over the past 20 years and informal 
activities have started to resonate within old warehouses and buildings. This downward 
cycle in the property market in Johannesburg’s CBD has resulted in Doornfontein being 
a complete no-go zone. 2013 saw a major turnaround with the city becoming a viable 
investment hotspot once again with the broader South African property market showing 
positive signs of recovery.
Doornfontein aerial photograph
Aerial view of New Doornfontein showing the site and its immediate surroundings (Google Earth 2011).
b. Site: New Doornfontein
 - Mediating the divide
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Introduction
Doornfontein was a popular early sanctuary for the well-off Western European Jews in 
the 19th century.  By the late 1890’s this community moved north over the ridge to more 
exclusive suburbs like Parktown. Doornfontein was now inhabited by a strong working 
class Jewish community (Latilla 2011). With this change the land was subdivided into 
smaller plots on which new houses were built to accommodate the growing population. 
This elicited the ruin of historical mansions, many of which were torn down, and others 
converted into recreational clubs.  
Between the early 1900s and 1920s various yards emerged in the Jeppe and adjacent 
area termed ‘New Doornfontein’. A yard (or slumyard) was an area that housed workers 
from around the city (mostly black domestic servants then referred to ‘house boys’, ‘kitchen 
boys’, coachmen and cooks). There was a communal area or courtyard surrounded by 
small rooms that were rented out, often with 2 to10 people per room (Latilla 2011). The 
yard also acted as a social hub and its tenants together with the nightly and weekend 
visitors played music, danced, brewed and drank beer and played cards. It is said that 
the Marabi culture began in these yards and is often referred to as the ‘Home of Marabi’. 
These yards were called Molefe, Makapan and brown yard (Latilla 2011). Each named 
yard, served a specific function, for example the Mvuyana yard was not a slum yard and 
was not part of the Marabi culture, however this yard housed legally married couples in 
the eight rooms in the back yards. 
Doornfontein was a slum area by the 1930s. The tenants of the yards were eventually 
evicted and the yards were flattened and replaced by warehouses – many of which still 
stand today. It appears that these yards were centred around Staib, Angle and Van Beek 
Streets.  No trace of these yards exists today except for the church in Lower Ross Street 
(Latilla 2011). Originally, the railway line separated groups of people with various income, 
creating derelict ‘in-between’ spaces of informal residents and street trade.  The depletion 
of Doornfontein and its progressive industrialisation on the southern aspect diminished 
the quality of the living space of the residents and workers in this area.
c. Site: Historical context
 -  changing times
Historical photgraph of Doornfontein
Photograph of view looking south towards Doornfontein in the 1920’s (Latilla 2011).
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Notice of proposed demolitions for the chosen site as of 2014 (Kaskar (author) 2014).
 “Cusp of Catastrophe” diagram by Rene Thom, showing the unstable area located on the fold of the surface 
(Thom 1972)
Fictitious and social texts preserve the memory of South Africa, a place with continual 
movement and change, and one in which there is cultural change within the ‘in-between’ 
space. The site for this project, in New Doornfontein is evident of this change as it 
transforms from residential to industrial. The industrialisation of the context has led it to 
become inhabited by franchises and warehouses. 
In his diagrams, the “cusp of catastrophe”, Rene Thom (1972) questions these spaces 
as possibilities for development and engagement.  The folds in the surfaces epitomise 
continuity, and represent ‘unstable’ environments which form an augmented perception 
of space.  The demolition of buildings presently on the selected site for ‘The Doorn 
Paperback Project’ is a classic example of such an unstable environment.  Buildings 
are being demolished in terms of The National Heritage Resources Act because of 
the overcrowding and squatting of illegal inhabitants, rendering the land vacant and 
abandoned.
Architecturally, after the turn of the last century Doornfontein become less of a picturesque 
suburb of Late Victorian mansions and other dwellings and more of a suburb comprising 
residential and commercial buildings characterised by an abstract and stereometrically 
purer building form. The Herbert Baker designed S.A. School of Music built in 1906 at 96 
End Street also served as a macaroni factory from 1926 before it was restored into the 
Adam Leslie Theatre in 1967. In 1979 it became Mandy’s, a nightclub and in the 80’s turned 
into Idol’s.  Variety was replaced by simplification and the assimilative approach to nature 
gave way to a more isolating approach in which the architectural elements dominated 
nature. Garden space and the scenic green spaces that accentuated Doornfontein prior 
to the 1900’s were lost (Latilla 2011).
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d. Site Objectives
A survey of Doornfontein was completed for both the Educational and Industrial Precincts 
to identify critical problems in which to define assets and challenges. Issues related to 
safety and security, and lack of urban management have caused an exodus of business 
out of the area and the associated deterioration of the urban fabric. This has resulted in low 
property value and increased property sales market.  These issues and others listed below 
are currently halting the development potential of the area. This precinct is rich in heritage 
resources and is strategically located in relation to the development potential, deriving 
from a growing education sector and its proximity to the Ellis Park Sports precinct.  Some 
of the challenges on the site include the following (Albonico Sack Mzumara Architects and 
Urban Designers 2005; 9):
 - Limited access
 - Environmental degradation including damaged road surfaces, drainage
   and sewage systems in poor condition, piles of rubbish on sidewalks,
   open spaces used as urinals
 - Slum lording and use of industrial buildings for residential purposes
 - unregulated informal garages and car washes
 - Lack of public green space
 - Fragmented land use
 - Environmental decay
 - Compromised heritage resources
 - Haphazard and unmanaged small and informal trading
 - Unmanaged and unplanned public transportation facilities
 - Unreliable bus and taxi operations
 - Safety and security issues
 - Lack of accessible social and entertainment facilities for the youth
   
The Herbert Baker School of Music photographed in 1906 (top) and in 2013 (bottom), shows the aesthetic 
change of the building (Latilla 2011).
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The aerial image depicts a close-up view of the site located to the east of the Doornfontein Metro Station. The site is on four 
land-parcels, split by Height Street and the railway track.  Some of the buildings on the site have been demolished as per the 
demolition notice and those remaining will be used in the scheme.
e. The Site
- Identifying the site
Currey S
treet
Height Street
Joe Slovo Drive
Nind Street
The objective for this project is to assist in the urban re-development of the peripheral 
borders between the Educational and Industrial Precincts. The objectives of this scheme 
are to: 
  - Reinforce the educational function of the precinct
  - Improve public transportation and pedestrian circulation in the area
  - Intensify and diversify land use within the precinct to reinforce its
    institutional function.
  - Enhance connectivity and accessibility within the precinct
  - Improve the legibility and the quality of the public environment
  - Improve safety and security for residents and visitors
  - Develop the existing heritage resources to enhance the character
    of the environment
  - Promote the area as a new tourist destination place for the city
  - Promote the development of a sustainable and balanced educational
    node to support youth development and meet the city’s 2030 objectives
  - Improve safety and security and general upkeep of the area 
  - Define pedestrian-friendly movement routes through the precinct
    connecting major transportation nodes
The connection of Doornfontein to institutions such as the University of Johannesburg 
Educational Campus makes it feasible for a great long-term property strategy. Over the last 
6 months, a property development company leading urban regeneration, Propertuity has 
successfully secured over R350 million to expand the plans to grow the area surrounding 
Maboneng, including Doornfontein.  Previous visions of this venture were isolated to only 
The Maboneng Precinct, but there are active discussions with neighbouring stakeholders 
in order to create physical or touristic connections between the main precincts of the inner 
and the East city of Johannesburg in the Doornfontein region.
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Rough Beauty
Internal courtyard of the site (between the railway and the street-edge buildings. The rough beauty of the scarred brick and remnants 
of the demolished building frame the space (Photogtah taken by author, 2014)
The red highlighted area shows the site. The area shown is the portion of the site east of Height street.  This view of the site is taken 
from the Doornfontein Metro Station railway platform (Kaskar (author) 2014).
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South
Railway track heading from the 
Doornfontein Metro Station, 
eastward
Education centre, adjacent the 
Doornfontein Post Office
Site Ends
N
or
th
Existing residential building
“Die Ou Vaderland” Printing press; 
converted to student housing by 
the University of Johannesburg.
Site Starts
Site:
View of the site from the Doornfontein Station railway platform
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“Die Ou Vaderland” Printing press; 
converted to student housing by 
the University of Johannesburg.
Joe slovo Drive Northbound
Doornfontein Publlic Square
Railway track heading from 
the Doornfontein Metro Station 
eastward
Site Starts Site Ends
Doornfontein Public Square
Joe Slovo Drive Southbound Currey Street
Site:
Surrounding context analysis
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Motor Vehicle repairs 
and car wash
Existing buildings: Munich 
Investment and Projects 
and Truck and Car Repairs Existing residential building
Currey Street Height Street
Motor vehicle 
scrap yardDoornfontein Post Office
Existing building: Shloh Mini-
market and Take-away
Nind StreetJoe Slovo Drive
Site Starts
Site:
Street elevation analysis
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Walking on the edge
People use the egdes of the railway as pause areas and walkways (Kaskar (author) 2014)
Informal movement: The tunnel
The informal tunnel created by the Doornfontein inhabitants to connect the land North and South of the railway track (Kaskar 
(author)  2014).
Hacking of the site is used to describe the unregulated 
engagement and participation, that users have with 
the built environment. 
‘Hacking’the site
On the site, neglected spaces are used as public 
recreational spaces. The inhabitants activate the 
site by creating their own urban connections and 
throughfares. The illegal tunnel that runs under the 
railway is an example of this. The use of the site in this 
way speak towards the creation of ‘irregualr’ ways in 
order to use ‘irregular’spaces.
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Outdoor lounge
Temporary social space created from plastic chairs positioned under a plastic canopy (Kaskar (author) 2014).
Inhabiting the cracks
Squatters watching television in an old derelict building shell  They paint the derelict infrastructure to make it more habitable 
(Kaskar (author) 2014).
The Guthenberg Parethesis  talks about ‘secondary orality’ as a means of uncovering the ‘truth’ (Pettitt 2010). The concept 
explains that a true representation of current culture  is not found in the ‘book’ but within the ephememeral conditions in space and 
social interactions. 
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Gutter
- The meeting of the inner margins of the book. Also 
called the furrow
Front Cover
- Also known as the front board
Fore-edge
- The exposed unbound, outside edge of the book. 
Where the book opens. When enunciating it think 
‘porridge’. The top and bottom edges are respectively 
called the top and bottom edges.
 Verso
 Left hand page of book
 Recto
 Right hand page of book
Spine
- The back of the book which hides the stiches and 
glue of the binding.
Back cover
Page number
- Reference coordinates
The anatomy of my favourate novel
f. Visual Analysis
- Reading the context
This investigation is a subjective interpretation of New 
Doornfontein within the context of Johannesburg.  It 
explores the understanding of the site through a 
literature methodology which deciphers the context 
using information media and structures. The “book” 
definitions form a reference key which outlines the 
literature methodology with a view to explain the site. 
The analytical vocabulary of these key words aid in 
describing the building and design process.
Brief
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Page number of a hypothetical book
Reference co-ordinates to your favourate book
1.    University of Johannesburg - Doornfontein Campus 
2.    IH Harria Primary School    
3.    Needelike Gereformeerde Kerk    
4.    Bruman Barlow Education Centre    
5.    Progressive Pre-school of Boarding
6.    Petrol Station   
7.    Park Station    
8.    Johannesburg Art Gallery   
9.    Doornfontein Metro-Rail Station    
10.   Windybrow Theatre    
11.   Rotary House School (Creche)    
12.   Joubert Park
Key
1
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Educational and Industrial precincts
Map showing the Educational and Indutrial divisions within New Doornfontein. The chosen site is located adjacent to the 
Doornfontein station, between the Educational and Industrial precincts. 
In its own way, this book/the site consists of many 
books, but two books above all. 
The first can be read in a normal fashion, the book 
starting and ending on specific pages. Being able to 
understand the context as a sequence of buildings, 
which are experienced from a starting point and an 
end point. 
The second should be read by beginning with any page 
then following a customised sequence. By creating a 
unique system for oneself, one is able to interpret the 
site in a personal manner. 
- Julius Cortazars’ Hopscotch’ (1996)
Description (previous page)
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Eric Baums’ photographic series ‘Dog Ear’ (2011) 
expresses the manner in which paper disfigures 
and creases. By some fortuitous trick, the ethereal 
threshold created by the fold appears slightly luminous 
(Rowe 2012). This luminousity creates a continuity at 
the fold, suggesting that the fold is not where the text 
ends but rather where it disappears (Rowe 2012).
The idea of folding paper in order to overlap different 
lines of text is used as an analogy for which to bring 
spaces together. The ‘creases’ in the spatial realm may 
represent various notions, including zoning, internal 
and external space, urban connectivity and precincts. 
This method of ‘folding’ allows for the bringing together 
of elements, aswell as the inversion of elements; the 
revealing of the hidden, the hiding of the exposed, 
cross-porgramming and networrking of spaces and 
people.
Accidental fictions - Paper as a threshold
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Urban movement
New Doornfontein map showing the important street axis defined by various movement routes.
Zoning
New Doornfontein map showing the different urban zones; residential, institutional, warehouses and residential. 
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The site as a ‘Hum(an) (Doc)ument’
Image of an existing shell structure on the site used as a public washing line (Kaskar (author) 2014). The photograph is distorted and 
layered with text. Some words in the text are exposed and others are hidden. This method of inquiry is adapted from Tom Phillips’Ä 
Humunent”
Tom Phillips describes “A Humument” as a “forgotten Victorian novel found by chance, 
plundered, mined, and undermined its text to make it yield the ghosts of other possible 
stories, scenes, poems and replaced the text [he’d] stripped away with visual images of all 
kinds” (Humunent 2012).  The derelict building shell can be compared to the Victorian novel, 
through time, it has been “plundered” and taken over by the scenes of new occupancy.
A Humument
In 1966 artist Tom Phillips set himself a task: to find a second-hand book for threepence and alter every page by painting, collage 
and cut-up techniques to create an entirely new version  This project is called ‘A Humument’ (Humunent 2012).
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Train in Motion
The Metro train passes through the site, crossing over Joe Slovo Drive as it departs from the Doornfontein Metro Station (Kaskar 
(author) 2014).
This investigation looks at the frequency of the train 
passing the site over a 24 hour period. This gives an 
indication of the foot traffic moving through the site 
from the station throughout the day. 
This study also indicates the noise levels of the train 
as it passes the site and the effect that this will have on 
‘The Doorn Paperback Project’ .
The Doornfontain MetroRail Station Summary
- Five of the Metrorail routes pass through the
  Doornfontein station.
- The diagrams show the number of trains that pass
  the site over a 24 hour period. The five routes are
  colour coded as per the standard Metrorail schedule. 
- The train numbers and times are represented in the 
   circles.
- The dotted lines are indicative of the working hours of 
   ‘The Doorn Paperback Project’
Description
The railway
 -The passing train
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The bold lines represent the routes that pass through 
the site and the faded lines represent those that do not. 
The different colours indicate the different MetroRail 
routes as per the MetroRail schedule. 
Metro-rail routes
Diagram showiing the position of the Doornfontein Station in New Doornfontein and the 5 Metrorail routes that pass through the 
Doornfontein Station. 
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Determining noise levels: Trains passing through - PM
Diagram showing the frequency of the trains to pass through the Doornfontein Metrorail Station between 12:00 - 24:00
Summary: Gradual passage in the early afternoon with heavy movement at peak times towards the evening
Determining noise levels: Trains passing through - AM
Diagram showing the frequency of the trains that pass through the Doornfontein Metrorail Station between 00:00 -12:00
Summary: High frequency before working hours and gradual passage throughout the day.
The bold lines represent the routes that pass through 
the site. Each circle represents a train. The time that 
the train passes the site is shown in the circle. The 
dotted lines represents The Doorn Paperback Projects 
operating hours. 
At peak operating hours the train passes the building 
less frequenty. Peak hours include after 20:00 for night 
events, lunch hours and anytime that is not peak traffic 
hours in the morning and evening. 
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People in the train
A young woman looking out of the train window as it heads towards the Doornfontein station.  (Kaskar (author) 2014).
Railway Rhymes by CL Graves
“When books are pow’rless to beguile
And papers only stir my bile,
For solace and relief I flee
To Bradshaw or the ABC
And find the best of recreations
In studying the names of stations.”
The Trains by Judith Wright
Tunnelling through the night, the trains pass in a 
splendour of power, with a sound like thunder shaking 
the orchards, waking the young from a dream, 
scattering like glass the old mens’ sleep, laying a black 
trail over the still bloom of the orchards; the trains go 
north with guns. Strange primitive piece of flesh, the 
heart laid quiet hearing their cry pierce through its thin-
walled cave recalls the forgotten tiger, and leaps awake 
in its old panic riot; and how shall mind be sober, since 
blood’s red thread still binds us fast in history? Tiger, 
you walk through all our past and future, troubling 
the children’s sleep’; laying a reeking trail across our 
dreams of orchards. Racing on iron errands, the trains 
go by, and over the white acres of our orchards hurl 
their wild summoning cry, their animal cry…. the trains 
go north with guns.
Poetry
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Noise! Sound!
This diagram shows the sound distribution on the site due to the passing of the train. This will varry at different times of the day.
Doppler Effect
- The quality of the site is determined by the distance 
from a particular point to the railway track. This will 
determine the positioning of the building on the site.
- The positioning of certain programs within the 
building will be determined by the distance it is to the 
railway.  This will also determine the facade; the type of 
materials and the sie and number of openings. People 
tend to read and write in quiet spaces, therefore these 
areas will need to be protected from the train noises. 
Areas where noise and movement does not effect the 
comfort of the space may be less protected.
Building operating hours
- The type of activites and how the space is used at 
various times throughout the day will vary according 
to train schedule (expectance of noise). During typical 
building working hours (between 09:00 and 15:00) the 
train frequency decreases and during the nights for 
festivals and events (between 20:00 and 00:00) the 
train does not run. 
The consequences of the sound
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This investigation explores the parallels that exist 
between text and the landscape. this includes: 
- Re-scripting architecture
- Story-telling traditions around the world
- Oral cultures on the site
- Literary traditions in Johannesburg
How do these elements connect to the virtual and 
physical systems of ‘The Doorn Paperback Project’? 
Description
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The relationship between the formal language of the 
brick buildings and the ephemeral qualities created by 
the inhabitants translates to the design aesthetic of 
‘The Doorn Paperback Project’.
Design principles:
- Material duality
-  Layering of architectural elements
-  Formal and informal elements
-  Structural and functional 
Re-scripting the language of the site
The material aesthetic of the site is facebrick facades with exposed concrete. This architectural aesthetic is layered with informal 
construction and traces of occupancy. The ‘light’ materiality of the planks, wire and fabric creates a secondary element to the 
architectural characteristics of the site (Image by author ;2014).
‘...the immutable condition of written statements: in writing down a message, one brings 
down an abstraction to the concrete, where it is an alien, damaged here are there through 
the intractability of the physical” (Tanselle 1989).
‘…the physical embodiment of text is not in itself the sign that text has been ‘damaged’, 
or that we have entered a world of ‘intractable’ materialities…The textual condition’s only 
immutable law is the law of change…(that) declares that these histories will exhibit a 
ceaseless process of textual development and mutation…’ (Mcgann 1991)
–
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Story-telling traditionas around the world
Common themes in oral stories: Birds  Bridges  The Moon  The Wanderer  Dreams  Neighbours   Light and Shadow  Water
Text and the city
Story-telling projects around the world
These posters are for various literary, craft and educational initiatives. These projects include provding skills in textile and craft 
production.
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p e d e s t r i a n 
movement summary
ASHKAjhdjkahdkjas
g. Oral cultures
 - Word of the street
Activity map
This map shows the activities along Currey Street. The bigger circles show basic precincts determined by the activities and 
buildings within those specific areas.
North
         View X - Photo references
  
         Social
         Fruit vendor
         Youth activity
         School children/day-care
          Pedestrians
 Motor repairs
 Residential
 Kiosks/restuarants/cafes
 Petrol station
 Industrial
Education
Residential
Recreational
MetroStation
Inner city
Site
VIEW D (Activity Map)
Line of conversation
People socialising at the Doornfontein Public Square. The square is occupied with people throughout the day, Monday to Sundays 
(Kaskar (author) 2014).
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Stories from the street
People socialising along Currey Street and along informal open squares surrounding the site (IKaskar (author) 2014).
Specific activities established by the inhabitants 
of New Doornfontein exist within the cultural 
public realm of New Doornfontein. These include 
everyday functional programs such as the fruit 
and sweet vendors along the road, scheduled 
community events and meetings. The urban 
public spaces are occupied daily drawing people 
towards to the site.
VIEW B (Activity Map)
Youngsters’ Nguni Stick-fighting
On a sunday local youngsters meet to practice Nguni-
stick fighting (Kaskar (author) 2014).
VIEW B (Activity Map)
Church congregation
On a sunday churchgoers walk along Currey Street 
from church back home (Kaskar (author) 2014).
VIEW E (Activity Map)
Food vemdors
fruit vendor organising his fruit for his day trading, he is 
assisted by local children (Image by author ;2014).
VIEW C (Activity Map) VIEW D (Activity Map)
VIEW A (Activity Map) VIEW B (Activity Map)
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The Joburg Book Map
Similar to the “Joburg Art Map” (maps the art galleries, exhibitions and instituions in Johannesburg), the “Joburg Book Map” creates 
a calender in which book events can be facilitated and celebrated. 
This pamphlet is designed to accompany the building 
in order to assist in the integration of the public book 
realm and the community. The flexible nature of this 
system allows the scheduled ‘book’ programs and 
the ‘community’ programs to overlap and enrich each 
other.
Creating a calender
1. 2014 Book Calendar - which documents all the Book events, festivals, meetings and 
clubs to  occur in Johannesburg and activities that network with ‘The Doorn Paperback 
Project’. It consists of a fixed program as well as an updated monthly revision, and it 
enables people to engage and participate, using the calendar and the building as a platform 
for new events and collaborations
2. 2014 Interactive Community Calendar - This calendar engages with various activities 
and meetings within the community. It is more open and flexible allowing the community 
to interact with ‘The Doorn Paperback Project’, which enables the community to develop 
a program for the building. 
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The next few pages are mappings of the book stores, 
publishers, libraries and events and festivals within 
Johannesburg. Both these local institutions as well 
as international foundations network to create a 
collective program for ‘The Doorn Paperback Project’. 
This is further explained in the last chapter - refer to 
the Joburg Book Map and the list of activities and 
programmed networks. 
Reaching beyond the immediate context
Events and festivals
Distribution of local book events and festivals in Johan-
nesburg.
University
Wits Writing Centre
Development
- Biblinef SA
- Community Publishing Project
- First Words in Print
- IBBY SA: South African National Section of
  the International Board on Books for Young
  People
- Love to Read
- Masifubde Sonke
- New Readers Publisher
- Rally to Read
- RE-educate South Africa
- South Africa mobile Library Association
- Wheelie Bookwagon
- Women in Writing
- Khalekhatle Library
Events
- Buka Publications, Marshalltown
- Diaspo Careers, Northcliff
- Wits University Press, Braamfontein
- Damaria Senne Media, Kensington
- KIndle Book South Africa, Bedford Park
- The Institute for Corporate Social 
  Development, Bryanston
- Sun Media Metro, Killarney
- Media Mill, Quince, Street
Publishing
Mapping the publishing and printing buildings within 
Johannesburg
Publishers
Festivals and events
Open Book festival
International Literacy Day
National Book Week
M & G Literary Festival
Kingsmead Book Fair
The Bloody Book Week
Jozi Book Fair 
Independant Platforms
Private organsiations and clubs
International Platforms
International festivals and events
Conferences
Book launches
Development Projects
Workshops and education
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Wilro Park Library, Wilro Park
Witpoortjie Library, Witpootjie
Diepkloof Zone 1 Library, Diepkloof 
Diepkloof Zone 5 Library, Diepkloof 
Dobsonville Library, Dobsonville
Emndeni Library, Emndeni North
Jabavu Library, Erf 3137
Address: 3137 Diokane Drive, Central 
Western Jabavu
Klipspruit Children’s Library, Klipspruit
Klipspruit West Library, Klipspruit West Ext 1
Meadowlands Library, Meadowlands
Mofolo Library, Mofolo
Noordgesig Library, Noordgesig
Orlando East Library, Orlando East
Phiri Library, Phiri (Mapetla)
Pimville Library, Pimville
Protea Glen Library, Protea Glen Ext 1
Protea North Library, Protea North
Tshiawelo Library, Tshiawelo
Libraries
Libraries
Mapping the libraries within Johannesburg.
Blackheath Library, Blackheath
Bosmont Library, Bosmont
Brixton Library, Brixton
Coronationville Library, Coronationville
Emmarentia Library, Emmarentia
Linden Library, Linden
Melville Library, Melville
Newlands Library, Newlands
Parkhurst Library, Parkhurst
Parkview Library, Parkview
Randburg Library, Randburg
Riverlea Library, Riverlea
Rosebank Library, Rosebank
Westbury library, Westbury
Pennyville Satellite Library, Pennyville
Boskruin Library, Boskruin
Cosmo City Library, Cosmo City 
Davidsonville Library, Davidsonville
Florida Library, Florida
Horizon View Library, Horizon View
Olivedale Library, Olivedale
Roodepoort Library, Roodepoort
Strubensvallei Library, Strubens Valley
Tshepisong Library, Tshepisong
Weltevredenpark Library, Weltevredenpark
Adventist Book Centre, Orchards
Armstrong Booksellers CC, Kerk Street
Armstrong Booksellers CC, Linden
Boekehuis, Aukland Park
Bookdealers of Bedforview, Linden
Books Galore, East Street
Book Express, Parktown
Bookdealers of Greenside, Riviera
Books Unlimited, Emmarentia
Book Browzer, Beyers Naude
Booksellers of Melville, Melville
Brokwood Books, Sandringham
Book Binding Creations, Emmarentia
Collectors Treasury, Commissioner Street
Collectable Books, Parkview
Chadbad House Books, Sandringham
Cakarma Books       
Chapter 1 Books, Norwood
Exclusive Books, Bedfordview, Melrose Arch, Killarney
Frank R Thorold (Pty), Harrison Street, 
Gandolphs Books, Kensington, Johannesburg 
House Of Isis, Bedfordview, Rosebank 
I H Pentz Booksellers, Braamfontein, Johannesburg, 
2001 
Juta Books, Carlton Centre
Kengsington Book Sales, Kensington
Book Stores
Library & Information Services, Braamfontein
Magz, Rosebank
Medical Electronic Library Of SA, Rosebank
Mac’s Bookshop, Fordsburg 
Nice on 4th Books & Nice Things, Parkhurst, 
Johannesburg, 2193 
Outer Limits Comics & Books, Melville
Orange Grove Library, Orange Grove
Pentz Booksellers, Braamfontein
Picsie Books CC, Parkwood
Pauline Books & Media, Kensingto
Real Books CC, Braamfontein
Savoy Library, Savoy
Scripture Union, Dunkeld
The Brenthurst Library, Parktown
Thorold, Harrison Street
Van Schaik Bookstore, Braamfontein
Xarra Books (Pty) Ltd, Braamfontein, Joubert Park
Stores
Mapping the book stores within Johannesburg.
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The Anatomy of the Virtual System 
Distributed
De-centralised
Centralised
This investigation explores principles extracted 
from  the digital realm. This exploration focuses on 
the distribution and networking of information as 
represented by the three simplest elements of the 
digital anatomy; distribution, de-centralisation and 
centralisation. The investigation has three agendas.
1. Explore the relationships that exist between the site
    and its surrounding context.
2. Understand the networks of the people who inhabit
    the site. 
3. Establish systems for the “The Doorn Paperback
    Project” using the networks and connections of the
    people and buildings on the site. 
 - What are the input factors for “The Doorn  
 Paperback Project”?
 - What are the output factors for“The Doorn  
 Paperback Project”?
 - How do these connect?
Site networks and connections
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Nodes
The buildings adjacent to the site have been selected 
as ‘nodes’ that inform the network of the chosen site. 
Each has  certain conditions that contribute to the site 
and “The Doorn Paperback Project” .
The adjacent buildings/infrastructure include:
 Mcdonalds
 Fast food franshises
 Petrol Sation
 Die Ou Vaderland, Student Housing
 The Public Square
 Railway
 The Doornfontein MetroRail Station
In the slipstream of digital technologies and the Internet, 
customs and needs developed with profound effects 
on the configuration of our material environment. 
The Doorn Paperback Project is the physical realisation 
of the virtual possibilities promised by search engines 
like Google or Yahoo. By academically, culturally and 
socially linking itself to the local literary network, The 
Doorn Paperback Project becomes a platform with 
limitless possibilities to change its form.
Concepts in the Digital slip-stream
Die Ou Vaderland Printing Press
New University of Johannesburg Student Housuing
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Petrol Station and cafe
Non- locative program
The relationship between the locative Doorn Paperback Project and the non-locative literary and ‘other’ networks. The literary 
networks  
Bookstore online shopping
Mobile Literature applications
Conference streaming
Die Ou Vaderland Printing Press
New University of Johannesburg Student Housuing
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Petrol Station and cafe
Doornfontein 
Public Square
McDonalds 
Fast Food 
Reading areas
Meeting
space
Food
Transport
StorageRetail
Services
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Understanding the 
site
This chapter contains both personal subjective musings and tracings of the site, as well 
as physical representations and explorative mappings moving towards a design strategy. 
Certain key elements include site geometries, orientations, urban characteristics and 
response to edges. 
 - Infrastructure changes (before and after)
 - Design implementations
 - Relationship of various massing diagrams to the site: Perimeter building and courtyard  
   resolution
 - Courtyard as the ephemeral space
Similarly to the tearing and stripping of the book explained in the design charrette, this 
image is that of the project site torn into a book using the specific site contours and 
parameters at a scale of 1:500. The book/site is punctured with metal needles supporting 
shapes, bridges, and texts layered to represent the first attempt at placing form onto the 
site. 
Book - charette of the site
The contours on the site are carved into the pages of a book and a basic massing model is proposed.  This is an extendion to the 
‘Dismantled Books’ charette investigation (Kaskar (Author) 2014).
h. Mapping and tracings
 - Understanding the site
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These are early representations of various building 
forms on the site to determine a final building outcome. 
The massing diagrams do not reflect final decisions 
on the placement of built form on the site, but initiate 
a subjective understanding as to how the site can be 
resolved on an architectural level. This denotes an 
early investigative stage of mapping for the site, and 
forms an intuitive response to the site.
7 site elements: 
1.  Existing buildings
2.  Municipal stands
3.  Connecting the sites
4.  Irregular ‘leftover’ spaces
5.  Regular site geometries
6.  The existing pedestrian tunnel
7.  Sound dispersion
8.  Triangulated spaces
Site tracings
Sketches
These early skethes explore the geometries and axis on 
the site.
Layering principles
This diagram is a compilation of the 7 site elements found in the early site sketches. 
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Currey Street
Various diagrams mapping the existing buildings on 
the site and the adjacent buildings along Currey Street. 
Various mappings scenarios are proposed using the 
formal axis of the site and the projected connections 
and intentions. These scenarios play experiment with 
the idea of using formal building form and layering it 
with skeletal ephemeral structures.
NOTE: The white void between the sites represents 
the railway that traverses through the sites. 
-
.
Early mapping
Massing 1
Basic site diagram
Massing 2
Site diagram showing connections and paths
Massing Diagrams
- The site is ‘greyed’ out with existing buildings shown in black; the white line represents
Currey  Street, heading from The Doornfontein station towards Ellis Park.
- The red lines indicate the existing pedestrian movement along Currey Street and the 
proposed      pedestrian movement through the site. The yellow lines indicate the connection 
between these ‘paths’ either visually or physically as created by the building design.- The 
white strips represent the transient nature of the new building, morphing and overlapping 
with the existing buildings and land infrastructure. The building becomes the landscape 
and vice-versa. The liminal spaces created blur the lines between indoor to outdoor areas. 
The loose nature of the strips help in the design within the peculiar geometry of the site.
- The addition of ‘pod-like’ structures above the repetitive masses created as per massing 
5. These new elements introduce height and layering to the site as they hover over the 
infrastructure below. 
- The pink shapes represent the solid existing buildings and the black, the remains of 
existing  buildings. Creating a perimeter building that relates to the existing buildings and 
using landscaping and ephemeral installation-type structure to fill out the irregular in-
between spaces of the site. 
-  Experimenting with street-edge buildings and internal buildings and the ephemeral 
spaces created between. Overlapping of the installation structures, layering them, creating 
levels of ephemerality.
- Fragmenting the perimeter building creating solid surface edges for projections, artwork, 
furniture and event space.
- Experimenting by combining previous massing ideas.
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Massing 7
The diagram shows the fragmented buildings, pathways, 
inbetween spaces and surface edges. 
Massing 6
The diagram shows the contrast between solid and 
open form
Massings 3
Layering the site with texture and repetitive mass.
Massing 5
Introduce ‘floating pods’ to create height and layer 
building mass. 
Massing 4
Carving the landscape to create axis.
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 Blocked roads
 Open roads
 Blocked road to be opened
 Existing informal pedestrian tunnel
 Roads/vehicular movement
North
Pedestrian movement summary
The site attracts foot traffic from the University of Johannesburg, the Doornfontein MetroRail Station and people travelling from 
the Northern suburbs to the southern industrial areas. The pedetrian movement is restricted by blocked roads created by the 
railway track that traverses the context. The main vehicular route is  Joe Slovo Drive, which is also used by pedetrians. There is a 
disturbance in the urban connectivity as a result of the blocked roads and vacant spaces. 
Design intent to increase throughfare
The building design on ground floor serves as a pedestrian 
centre that acts as a mediator between the North and 
South sides of the railway, as well as consolidating the 
‘split’ spaces on either side of Height Street. The urban 
proposal includes opening up Height Street under the 
railway, allowing for a pedestrian link, as well using the 
existing informal/‘illegal’ tunnel as a design element to 
visually and physically connect the North and South 
precincts as well as the North and South components of 
the building scheme.
 Pedestrian throughfare
 Existing pedestrian movement
 Proposed building mass
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Creating a network of spaces along Currey Street
The letters connect the major open public spaces along Currey Street and the numbers connect the surrounding buildings. The 
buildings and open spaces create a dependant relationship along the street as the movement from buildings activates the open 
spaces and vice-versa. 
NorthConnecting spaces
These paths enclose the South-West portion of the 
site, creating a perimeter curve around the site and an 
enclosed, protected space within. This investigation 
resulted in the design decision to include a perimeter 
building along the North-East of the site and a ‘softer’ 
building with a public green space nestled within.  
East-west connection created by the road 
closure of Height street, 
Existing informal tunnel as shown in photo-
graphs.
A. Doornfontein Public Square 0
B. Doornfontein Public Square 1
C. Doornfontein Public Square 2
1. I. H Harris School
2. Doonrfontein MetroRail Station
3.  University of Johannesburg 
 student housing
4. The Doorn Paperback Project
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Shaping the entrance
The positioning of the entrance is a response to movement mapping. The main entrance accomodates the pedestrian movement 
on Currey Street and the passage from the Doornfontein Station to square. 
North
Access and edges
This early sketh investigates the points of access from various points on the site and the respective open and closed edges. 
Connecting the sites: opening boundaries
The main entrance is accessed by pedestrians from 
Currey Street from within the courtyard on the upper 
ground level as well as from Joe Slovo Drive on the 
lower ground level. Vehicular access to the basement 
parking and drop-off zone is from Joe Slovo Drive on the 
lower ground level.
 Main entrance
(Various entrances along ‘Doorn Paperback’
     Movement points converge
      Access points
 Vehicular movement
 Pedestrian movement
MetroStation
Public Square
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Edge response
There are 12 different edge conditions (as listed below). 
Both the architecture and the surrounding context 
informs the quality of the respective edges (materiality, 
permeability, access, program and form). 
North
Orientating mass
The perimeter building is fragmented, and spaced evenly with courtyards inbetween. This allows for north sun to reach ‘The Doorn 
Paperback Project’ and the internal courtyard spaces. 
Connecting the sites: opening boundaries
The building is orientated to interact with the street 
edge and the internal courtyard. The perimeter building 
contains the internal courtyard.
1      Adjacent buildings
2      Building block on north edge towards 
        the street
3.     Raised ground floor on east edge
4      Basement on east edge
5      Small Courtyard on north edge
6      Courtyard, internal street & ‘Doorn
        Paperback’
7      Building block, internal street & ‘Doorn
        Paperback’
8     ‘Doorn Paperback’ and main courtyard
9     ‘Doorn Paperback’ pods and smaller
        buildings
10    Service buildings on indutrial edge
11    Recto-verso edge along Height street
12    Railway berm and raised track
MetroStation
Public Square
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The open courtyards on either sides of the railway creates a relief between the contesting elements of the railway and the street-
edge buildings. The sketches show the connection of the sites, north and south of the railway,  through Height street and the opening 
up of the existing pedestrian tunnel. 
Urban strategy
These drawings show the consolidation of the site as by opening Height street under the railway . The sketch expresses the 
relationship between solid and void, and andscape and built . This creates a playful dynamic on the ground plane. 
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These sketches show the relationship between the organic nature of the landscape and the geometric nature of the building.  It is 
within the courtyard that the experimental architecture takes place. An interresting dialogue exists within the relationship between 
the architecture, the landscape and the railway. 
Creating the landscape
These sketches express the shaping of the landscape of the internal courtyard area. The forms respond to the existing site conditions 
as well as the visual connections from the street into the internal courtyards and the manner in which people access and move 
through the courtyard. 
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Planning on site
Thses sketches show the program placement on the site.  The placement responds to public and private areas as well as the 
accessibility of the program from various points on the site. 
North
Public, private and program
The East and West sides of the site each plays a separate 
distinct part within the design scheme. The East side 
hosts the residential sector and consists of a green-
park with various landscaping and design elements. The 
design of the West side is commercial and hosts ‘The 
Doorn Paperback Project’. 
Commerc
ial
Park
The Doorn 
Paperback 
Resident
ial
Resident
ial Com
mercial
Private
Public
 Residential Park
 ‘The Doorn Paperback ‘
 Public
 Private
Recto
Verso
MetroStation
Public Square
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How does the 
shifting paradigm of 
the information age 
influence the design 
process?
3. Design  
  concept
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Architectural 
dialogue
Building components
Play-scape/  Verso
Landscape/  Recto
Installation/  The plot
Structure/  Spine
Perimeter building/ Front and back covers
Pods/   Chapters and pages
The railway/  The bookmark
The rental/  The blocks
Helix Information Centre by Aga KwieCien Architects
This project explores ‘the table’ as a spatial tool for communication and as a generator an unexpected space in which ‘small talk’, 
with strangers , can occur.  This collage uses the table as a module for the architecture (AGA Kwiecien 2013) 
a. Preliminary investigations
 - Architectural dialogue
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North
Play-scape  
Landscape  
Installation  
Structure  
Perimeter building 
Pods  
The railway  
The rental  
North
Verso
Recto
The plot
Spine
Front and back covers
Chapters and pages
The bookmark
The blocks
1
2
3
4
5 6
7
1
2
3
4
5 6
7
“Dual program”
The design is not only influenced by the culture in which 
it originates. The ‘book concept’ is not a literal translation 
but responds to the logic of re-structuring the sequence 
and use of the site to best tell the story of the culture and 
lives of the occupants. 
Architecture for the disrupted story
In earlier investigations the ‘dismantling of the book 
not only refers to the destruction of the physical bound 
book but the stories within. The historically changing site 
needs to benefit from an architecture that can shift and 
change to accomodate both urban progress and urban 
dereliction. 
Front/back cover Perimeter building
Recto
Verso
The plo
t
Chapter
s and pa
ges
The bookmark
The blo
cks
the spine
landsca
pe
playsca
pe
Installat
ion
pods
The railway
The ren
tal
structure
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VIEW X (opposite page) 
Designing in the carved space
This image shows the relationship between the different 
architectural elements on the site. The way in which 
the pods, the open spaces,  the perimeter building, the 
existing buildings and the railway tunnel, interact with 
each other. 
Fragments
The internal courtyard is made-up of pod-like structures 
that exist at various heights and densities within the 
landcsape. The fragments allow for the building to 
accomodate the awkward space that surrounds the 
railway. These fragments mediate the space between 
the perimeter building and the railway edge.  The 
distribution and positioning of the fragments create 
different spatial qualities and ‘public spaces’ between 
them at different levels. The fragements layer the 
scheme and consolidate the íntricate secondary 
elements proposed in the design. 
Moving forward
- Positioning the pods within the landscape to create a 
sequence.  
- Defining the perimeter building and its edge conditions 
to relate to street and the internal courtyard.
Forming and destroying
The internal spaces appear carved out of the perimeter 
building form. The perimeter building becomes part of 
the landscape and forms a backdrop for the internal 
courtyard and lighter fragmented buildings. 
The perimeter building form is fragemented creating 
visual connections and dialogues between the internal 
public courtyard and the street. 
Test 1
This sketch model shows the manipulation of the landscape to create a central public space in which small pods are dictributed. 
This space is enclosed by a solid building mass that wraps around the site. 
 Position of railway above
 Creating a central public square
 Opening Height Street under railway
 View X (opposite page)
 
 Creating connections through Height Street  
 and from the north and south of the railway
1
1
1
1 Existing infrastructure to remain
2 New Perimeter buildings
3 Existing tunnel to be utilised in new  
 building design
4 Pod-like buildings
5 Courtyards
2
2
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VIEW X (opposite page) 
A closer look
This image shows the layering of the pods, walkways, 
and landscape elements around the railway.
The proposed perimeter building and the existing 
buildings on the site work together to contain the playful 
ephemeral space within.
- Creating a dialogue between the East and West of
   Height Street 
- Creating defined links under the railway (2 pedestrian
   connections with different conditions within the
   building scheme).
- Creating an internal street between the pods and
  perimeter building
- Creating a system within the pods itself (distributing
   the program within the pods according to their
   relationship with the site and creating interesting
   dialogue between the solids and voids and the
   interplay of the different levels.
Test 2
This sketch model shows the relationship between the solid perimeter building, the internal street, the pods that occupy the courtyard 
and the park to the west of the site. The exiting residential buidings form an extension of the perimeter buildings on the west of the 
site, containing the park within it. 
Preliminary sketching
This sketch shows the relationship between the North 
and South of the site, disrupted by the railway berm.
 Position of railway above
 Creating a central public square
 Opening Height Street under railway
 View X (opposite page)
 
 Creating connections through Height Street  
 and from the north and south of the railway
1 Existing infrastructure to remain
2 New Perimeter buildings
3 Existing tunnel to be utilised in new  
 building design
4 Pod-like buildings
5 Courtyards
X
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Clusters 
The ground floor consists of clusters of buildings 
that create smaller, more intimate schemes within 
the building. This can be seen between the smaller 
buildings in the installation as they each cluster towards 
their specific ‘block’ building. This allows for individual 
zones of entry, program and social interaction. 
Flexible and rigid
This element is linked to light and heavy in the broader 
sense of the building. The flexibility of the forms and 
spaces vary from the rigidity of the ‘block’ buildings, to 
the installation building and to that of the play elements 
that inhabit the landscape. Within the installation, pods 
vary in ephemerality as some are more playful and light 
in nature and can be moved and changed, while others 
are more grounded (services and circulation).
Street-like atmosphere: inside and outside
The installation building is permeable and creates a 
continuous flow between the inner street and the main 
courtyard. The three elements, namely the street, 
installation and courtyard work together as they give 
and take portions of space from each other. Similarly, 
the installation, the smaller courtyards and the block 
buildings do the same but with harder edge conditions 
and more defined thresholds. 
Visual connections
The relationship between the forms and voids are 
created by the perimeter ‘block’ buildings and the 
installation building frames views of Currey Street, the 
inner street, and the courtyards. This creates visual 
connections that run from the street to the internal 
spaces of the building.
Quiet and loud
The massing allows for the ‘sounds’ from the context 
to heavily influence the spaces; either fully penetrating 
spaces or completely protecting the spaces. The 
sounds on the site include those from the railway, 
motor vehicles and pedestrian dialogue. 
Within the building the soundscape is designed with 
various conversation rooms, concert and lecture 
spaces, audio rooms and a network of microphones and 
speakers plugged into various points in the landscape 
and ‘playscape’.
Sound-scape
This image shows the layering of external sounds on 
the site and sounds created by the building and its 
production. 
Small scenarios
Each person has a unique experience determined by the 
zone/cluster in which he visits. 
Porosity
The opening between the buildings allows external 
spaces to animate the interior courtard and vice-vers.
Duality 
This image shows the two different architectural 
languages in the building.
The nature of opague boundaries
b. ‘Avatars of Narrative’ - design interpretation
 - Design principles
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Activating spaces versus Activating edges
- The spaces are activated with their specific program
  and the relationship between these programs towards
  each other. 
- The edges are activated with signage, billboards,
  projections, television screen and artworks.
Experience of the section
The section is experienced through the relationship 
between the open spaces, the building forms and the 
fragmented forms. There is a hierarchy that exists 
from the street level moving towards the main inner 
courtyards, to the railway, under/over the railway and 
through to the other street edge. The architectural 
language differs across the section. However these 
different geometries are regulated.  For the solid brick 
blocks the 3x3m ‘pod’ becomes the ‘light’ element, such 
as balconies, windows and extruded boxes, and for the 
installation the 3x3 ‘pod’ becomes the solid space. The 
3x3m structural grid becomes an underlying aesthetic 
of the facade that synthesis the different building 
typologies.  
Social configurations
These diagrams show the manner in which people 
configure in different social situations. The spaces 
are formed dependant on the type of interactions and 
scenarious, such as a family meeting, a classroom and 
a bonfire. The spaces in ‘The Doorn Paperback Project 
‘are designed according to the type of ‘gathering’ 
space. 
space
workshops
kiosks
meeting space
library
information board art display
protest sign display
projection screen
public shelter
general assembly
edge
The module
Even though there are two distinct architectural styles, 
a common 3x3m module unites the aesthetic of the 
building. 
Paper layouts of different scenario configurations
(Helix Information Centre by Aga KwieCien Architects 2013)
Unpredictable program
The program on the surface and the program in the 
building interacts with each other creating interessting 
unexpected ‘mixed’ programs. 
Perspective
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The lantern: Light
Light enters ‘The Doorn Paperback’ installation through 
the open courtyards between the brick buildings. 
During the night the installation acts as a latern and 
lights up the main courtyard area. The diffused light 
can be experienced from the street through the smaller 
courtyards. The lighting of the area provides the street 
with security during the night. 
Rental building and the ‘fun’ installation buildings
The perimeter building blocks are used for commercial 
rental (studio office space) on the first and second 
floors. The ground floor is for retail space, restaurants 
and gallery rental areas (and building maintenance 
services).
The rental blocks are both on the North and South of 
the railway. The rental income supports the feasibility 
of the frivolous building program (installation building).
On the West-side existing residential apartments are to 
be upgraded for rental purposes. 
The rental building and the installation building work 
together and are physically co-dependant. The 
circulation, ablutions, meeting areas and storage for 
the rental are placed within the installation building. 
This ensures activity within the installation building 
during off-peak literary agendas. 
The rental area schedule is as follows:
Ground floor: 300m2
First foor:  870m2
Seconf floor:  870m2
Rubble, brick and screens 
The project, the IM Debris by Yalin Mimarlik, is a sustainable memory incubator on the site of the Istanbul Modern (Mimarlik 2012). 
The layering of ephemeral space behind the solid brick forms and the rough landscape are elements similar to this design project.
Layering
The building is composed of the layering of spaces, 
materials within the solids and voids. The formal building 
elements are layered with ‘lighter’ components, such as 
signage, lighting and railings. The surfaces are layered 
with projection screens that add a new dimension to the 
spaces.
Colour coding
The buildings appear detached, however the seperate 
parts function as a whole (circulation and program)
Illuminating spaces
There is an interessting play between natural light and 
artifiial light during the day and the night. 
The nature of transparent boundaries
This has been interpreted in both the physical boundaries of the building as well as the relationship between the 
various programs.
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Stacking of space
This sketch shows the layering of platforms and the stacking of program as people move up and through the building (The 
Haberdshers Formula in Applied Mathematics, Dudeney 1908)
Institutional building and the stacked campus
- Since the 17th century, the model of the traditional 
institutional library has typically been a heavy block with 
stacked floors. As seen in many university institutions, 
the wall represents the perimeter layer of security, 
where access is restricted to a select few filtering 
access to the information contained in the building.
- The traditional public library is represented as an 
iconic object that interfaces with a public square or 
library gardens and generally with a gesture towards 
an entrance of steps, raising the building on a 
makeshift plinth or pedestal. Public library architecture 
experienced a movement in the 19th century in which 
glass and transparency was introduced as a symbol of 
transparent and accessible information. However the 
trend was merely used as building facade (Aillon 2009; 
134,135). 
Pods, cables, structure, signs and light
Architecture is a dialogue between various elemnts and 
the way in which they interact. The density of these 
components vary as can be seen in plan. 
Re-defining systems
The ‘Doorn Paperback’consist of both traditional systems 
of sequence and contemporary re-invented ones. 
Perspective
The dillution of trandtional architectural typologies and manipulating systems to re-define the shift in clulture. 
Does a cloud have boundaries
Is it  ‘closed’,  ‘permeable’, ‘open’, ‘clear’ and ‘free’ ?
The relationship between densitities
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The ‘clip-on’
The installation building is connected at every floor 
to the brick block buildings by 3x3m floor plates. 
This creates a continuation between the buildings as 
a ‘whole’ building but also creates the idea that the 
installation building is a clip-on element to the perimeter 
building and its courtyards, in a similar fashion as how 
the railway clips onto the berm on which it sits, how 
the playground elements clip onto the site and how 
the pods within the installation building clip onto the 
scaffolding. 
Excavating the land
This model of Peter Eisenman’s La Villete: Project for garden, Park de la Villete, Paris (Chora L Works), 1985 shows the manner in 
which site can be artificially excavated to create a relationship between built form and landscape elements (Bedard 1994). 
Burial and ascension
A playful dialogue exists between the cutting into the 
earth and tucking away of portions of the building and 
the lightness in which certain parts of the building soar 
towards the sky. The vehicular portion of the building 
is hidden beneath the landscape, cutting into the earth 
from Joe Slovo Drive to the East of the site. 
The ground floor installation buildings are made from 
the rubble on the site and become part of the rough 
landscape left over from demolitions. 
The landscape is carved to interact with the berm of 
the raised railway. Portions of the land in filled with 
landscaped greenery and landscaped rubble that 
create contours that weave in between the building 
elements. On the West-side of Height Street follies are 
buried into the landscape with some rising above the 
surface. This can be seen in the landscape diagram.
 
A closer look
The building appears to rise out of the ground breaking 
free within a skeletal burst of colour, plants and 
ephemeral components. 
Different kind of hyper-space experiences
These sketches show the kind of spaces that create 
different emotional responses.
The nature of opaque boundaries
Using typologies of ‘encased’, ‘closed’,  ‘permeable’, ‘open’, ‘clear’ and ‘free’ to create an interessting dialogue 
between solid and skeletal building forms creating various emotive spatial experiencs. 
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VIEW X (opposite page) 
Different perspective
This photgraph shows a simple representation of the 
materialisation of the design principles into architectural 
form. 
Moving forward
- Showing depth in the landscape (not as a flat surface)
- Creating the park on the West of Height Street
- Tucking the railway into the landscape, reducing its
   disruption across the site. 
- Creating lighter elements along the railway that relate
  to the language of the installation building 
Final Test
This model shows the resolution of the massing on the site as a result of the site response and design principles. - The building mass of the perimeter building has 
been broken up into smaller blocks with courtyards 
in between. This allows for the layering and visual 
connectivity between the various thresholds to be more 
pronounced.
- Creating defined links under the railway. 
 1. The Height Street pedestrian walk-through
 2. The walk-through created within the
             courtyards between the North and South
             buildings
 3. The museum: This portion is sunken  
 into the  landscape and continues under 
 the railway with the architectural language of
 the installation building
- The internal street is maintained as per the previous 
test. The street becomes flexible and opens 
  to the courtyards and permeable installation building 
- The text surface on the upper level represents the 
‘playscape’ as per later drawings
 Position of railway
 Creating a central public square
 Opening Height Street under railway
 View X (opposite page)
 
 Creating connections through Height Street  
 and from the north and south of the railway
1 Existing infrastructure to remain
2 New Perimeter buildings
3 Existing tunnel to be utilised in new  
 building design
4 Pod-like buildings
5 Courtyards
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North
Site Plan
Site location and builiding mass within the New Doornfontein context
The aerial image shows the relationship between the final building mass and the greater Doornfontein context. 
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The Doorn Paperpack Building 
This model shows the resolution of the massing on the site as a result of the site response and design principles. 
 Position of railway 
 Creating a central public square
 Opening Height Street under railway
 View X (opposite page)
 
 Creating connections through Height Street  
 and from the north and south of the railway
1 Existing infrastructure to remain
2 New Perimeter buildings
3 Existing tunnel to be utilised in new  
 building design
4 Pod-like buildings
5 Courtyards
X
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Perspective: View towards the north-eas wing from the railway. 
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narrativeBuilding
03.
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1. The brief How does 
architecture tell a 
story?
232 233
2. Spaces, 
activities & 
characters
a. Program, activities and characters
 - the living building
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Management
47. Office facilities
48. WC’s 
49. staff lounge
Service and Technical
50. Service and loading zone
51. Building maintenance
52. General storage
53. Building management, monitoring and   
 server
54. Distribution substation
55. Cleaning facilities
56. IT and other equipment
57. Refuse store
Mobility
58. 70 basement rental bays
59. Commercial use street bays
60. Public visitor street bays
61. Drop-off zone
62. Mobility Impaired Special basement bays
63. Pedestrian facilities
64. Bicycle, scooters and motor bike facilities
Commercial premises 
44. Rental: Commercial, retail and restaurant,  
 exhibition space (allocate areas)
 Foyer
45. Ablutions
46. Local storage points
Maze (maz) n. 1. An intricate network of paths and 
passages, a labryinth. 2. A state of bewilderment; 
uncertainty or perplexity; to daze or stupefy; bewilder
Land - scape
1. Reading gardens
2. Meeting spaces
3. Playground “Children’s world”
4. Small amphitheatre
5. Museum and temporary gallery
6. Archive and depository 
Spine
7. Kiosks
8. Book shops
9. News stands
10. Café
11. Ice-cream parlour
12. Lobby fuctions
13. Ablutions
14. Teaching, groupwork and meeting space
15. Local storage points
16. Hack stage
17. Multi-purpose hall
18. Mess space
19. Ablutions
20. Meeting rooms and lounges
21. Cafes
Play – scape
22. Listening, viewing and games room
23. Teaching, group work and meeting space
24. Living Lab
25. Interactive spaces
26. TV and radio studio
27. Digital, physical workshop
28. Music, recording video studio
29. Public toilets
30. Multi-purpose hall
31. Hack stage
32. Cinema
33. Library exhibition
34. Meeting and lounge area
35. Pop-up info spots
36. Library material handling
37. Library collections
38. Exhibition
39. Local storage points
40. Quiet areas
41. Academic seminar spaces
42. Writing studios
43. Mess space
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Characters
A. Young urban dwellers
B. Lecturer
C. Researchers
D. Academics
E. Painter
F. Musician
G. Artist
H. Writer
I. Poet
J. Reader
K. Students
L. Teacher
M. Child
N. The travellers
O. Office worker
P. Office guest
Q. Resident
R. Worker
S. Librarian
T. Gallery Curator
U. Events consultant
V. Restuaranter
W. Waiter
X. Shop Owner
Y. Shop workers
Z. Kiosk attendee
a. Newspaper vendor
b. Book store attendee
c. Barista
d. Ice- cream seller
e. Fruit vendor
f. Bar man
g. Horticulturist
h. Gardener
i. Metalman
j. Park Attendent
k. Mechanic
l. Carpenter
m. Recycler
n.  Cleaner
o. Security
p.  Insects
q. Cats
r. Birds
Activities
- Urban and young people (academically and  
 culturally inclined)
- Lifestyle conscious people who have some  
 awareness of ‘alternative’ cultures
- Artists, poets, witers and people within the  
 cultural sector
- Lecturers, academics, reaearchers from local  
 and international academic
 and private institutions. 
- Audiences that are not particulary interested  
 in books through outreach
- Local residents
- University students in the neigbouring student
 housing
- School children
- Community members
- Pedestrians
- Labourers (informal and formal)
- The building staff
- Animals, insects and birds
Participants
- Programmes, 
 events, 
 workshops, 
 seminars 
 conferences.
- School Field trips, 
 after-care programmes 
 weekend workshops
- University programmes, 
 students and professionals alike. 
- Private meetings 
 book clubs
- Festivals and concerts
- Community programmes 
 meeting groups (in site book)
- Library 
 reading facilities
- Internet access
- Writing retreats
- Audio publishing facilities
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View from the second floor bridge down towards the Open Theatre entrance
Within the drama of the secondary elements, quirky pods and various activities; there is a simplicity and quietness to the architecture. 
View into the courtyrd from the Joe Slovo Drive entrance roof. 
This view shows the curiosity and surprise experienced upon entering the courtyard. 
On the street people stopped, 
they looked, walked towards it, 
and they reached out with their 
hand and touched. They were 
always surprised. 
The festival: flaneurs, 
voyeurs and agitators of 
the production process 
of writing. The setting 
for recital, storytelling, 
lecturing, preaching, 
listening, whispering 
and eavesdropping.
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Description
The main access is off Joe Slovo Drive on 
the Lower ground level. There are undercover 
parking bays as well as retail space overlooking 
the street. The museum and archives are sunken 
below ground floor and are located under the 
railway. 
c
d
e
Joe Slovo access
Lower ground 1 plan
Museum and archive
Lower ground 2 plan
North1:500
b. Design drawings and descriptions
 - the physical building
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   a Media Lab
 conference, workshop, lectures
   b Open Theatre
 shows, concerts
   c Play space
 flexible, interactive space
1. News Stand
2. Ice-cream parlour
3. Cafe
4. Kiosk
5. Circulation core
Description
The ground level consists of an open program 
clustered into little zones. The zones located 
behind the building blocks consist of little kiosks, 
stores and cafes. The spaces opposite the 
courtyards contain recreational programs such 
as the Media Lab and the Outdoor Theatre. 
Diagram of zoomed in portion of the ground floor
This view shows the building to the north of the railway. 
The Outdoor Theatre
This space describes a ‘hack’ stage where spontaneous 
performances, meetings and discussions can happen. 
The theatre has a stage and ‘stair’ seating. It is enclosed 
by gabions walls. The theatre is visible from bridges on the 
first floor. This extends the discussion vertically through the 
building. 
Media Lab
This space is used for meetings, workshops and events. It 
is opened to the outside allowing the programs to integrate 
with surrounding activities. It can be curtained off when 
need be.
The Playscape
3m unitNorth
Ground floor plan
Ground Floor Legend
1:200 zoomed in ground floor plan
Position of ground floor in elevation
Position of zoomed in plan in the full scheme
rental
secondary elements eg. signage
gabion walls
lifts
Diagram key
rental rental
rental
Block B Block C Block D Block EBlock A
a
b
c
5
5
5
5
rental blocks
circulation foyers
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Store and service: First Foor
The first floor is visually connected to the ground floor. The Media Lab and Open Theatre can be experienced from the first floor. 
These double voume spaces connect the lab and theatre vertically through the buidling extending the dialogue, converstaion and 
performance upwards. 
Description
The first floor level directly connects to the 
commercial rental blocks via a bridge.  It consists 
of a lobby area, ablution facilities and storage 
for both the rental and ‘The Doorn Paperback 
Project’. 
Open platform spaces contain sculptural and 
recreational installations. These spaces act 
as rest areas for people moving through the 
building. They include playground elements, 
working spaces and small meeting areas.
Store and service
First floor plan
3m unitNorth
1:200 zoomed in first floor plan
secondary elements eg. signage
gabion walls
lifts
Diagram key
Block B Block C Block D Block EBlock A
rental blocks
circulation foyers
   a Media Lab
 conference, workshop, lectures
   b Open Theatre
 shows, concerts
  
5. Circulation core
9. Storage
First Floor Legend
Position of first floor in elevation
Position of zoomed in plan in the full scheme
a
b
5
5
5
building pods
(above) Playground element with swing-set
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5. Circulation core
10. Coffee-drink stations
11. Meeting rooms and lounge spaces
Description
The second floor level directly connects to the 
commercial rental blocks.  It consists of a lobby 
area, ablution facilities, small coffee and drink 
stations and meeting rooms (boardrooms). 
These spaces facilitate both the rental and 
‘The Doorn Paperback Project’. The rooms 
are connected by a bridge that wraps around 
the building. Ground and first floor spaces are 
visible through double volume voids. Casual 
meeting areas, such as “The Bubble” create 
intimate working spaces. The third floor can be 
accessed from The Bubble via ladders. 
Meet and talk
Second floor plan
3m unitNorth
1:200 zoomed in second floor plan
secondary elements eg. signage & stairs
lifts
Diagram key
rental blocks
circulation foyers
Second Floor Legend
Position of second floor in elevation
Position of zoomed in plan in the full scheme
building pods
(above) The Bubble - creative retreat
gabion walls
Block B Block C Block D Block EBlock A The BubbleThe Bubble
The Bubble
The Bubble
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Third Floor
The third floor is a ‘free’plan. The level is 
completely covered by floor-decking. The floor 
consists of different textures and images dividing 
the spaces into smaller zones. The big floor 
space is divided through smaller pods (at different 
heights) and various sculptural elements, plants 
and walkways. Text is an important sculptural 
and functional element (signage).
roof-escape
third floor /roof plan
(Refer to 1:500 full third floor plan)
3m unitNorth
1:200 zoomed in third floor plan
secondary elements eg. signage, stairs, 
walkways & partitions
liftsDiagram key
rental blocks
circulation foyers
Position of third floor in elevation
Position of zoomed in plan in the full scheme
building pods
(above) Agricultural roof gardens and cable planting
gabion walls
Block B Block C Block D Block EBlock A
lightweight steel floor
creative platform & play-
scape
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Axonometric of The Doorn Paperback Project
The axonometric shows each individual floor level and the relationships and connections between the installation and the block 
building. This diagram shows how the building works as a whole and not as two seperate elements. 
The naive world of play
“Yes, I said to the little 
prince. The house, the 
stars, the desert...What 
gives them their beauty is 
something that is invisible 
(Little Prince)
I dreamed I was hiding within 
the walls, walking through 
the gardens, rushing up the 
stairs, until I was no longer 
inside or outside (Alice in 
Wonderland)
Sometimes if you stand 
on the bottom of a bridge 
and lean over to watch 
the river slipping slowly 
away beneath you, you will 
suddenly know everything 
there is to be known (Winnie 
the Poo)
“I’m youth. I’m joy. I’m a little 
bird that has broken out of 
the egg”(Peter Pan)
Ground Floor
Play-scape
First Floor
Store and service
Second Floor
Meet and talk
Third Floor
Roof-escape
Linear Circulation
The yellow lines show 
the circulation between 
each floor via the core 
stairs and elevators.
Dynamic Circulation
On the ground and third 
floors the circulation is 
spontaneous and stairs 
and ladders are used 
to move through the 
landscape and up into 
pods.
Short Story
The character is entering 
through Joe Slovo Drive 
Pedestrian access on the 
Lower Ground Level, she 
takes the elevator to the foyer 
on the Ground floor where 
she is met by a spectacular 
world; colourful pods, quiet 
music, people whispering 
and reading in spaces wtihin 
the landscape. It is from here 
that she begins her journey. 
rental
rental
rental rental
rental rental
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concrete
lightweight steel
combination
Components/ structural systems
sta
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Railway
Main entrance
point
Down to museum
Up through installation
bridge link
meeting room
coffee station
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Perspectives 2Perspectives 1: These views show the experience of the interior spaces. There is a fluidity as one navigates 
through the different layers. The transparency of the spaces blurr the lines between inside and out. 
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c. Scenarios
 - Walking through the building
Reader
The reader is given ‘reading space’ within the 
land-scape and the ‘play-scape’. Various areas 
have different experiences and systems in which 
the reader can enjoy reading. There is an array 
of reading material facilitated by ‘The Doorn 
Paperback  Project’. The books stores, library, 
museum and news stands accomodate different 
genres for reading. 
Writer
The writer uses the studios 18 on the third floor 
‘Play-scape’. When he experiences writers block 
and needs inspiration he uses the ‘writing platforms’, 
‘The bubble’ or a space in the gardens. Each space 
has a varying level of privacy and accomodates the 
writer through the stages of his creative process. 
Gardener
n. one who tends to gardens. He tends to the 
cultivation of the flowers, fruit and vegetables; 
ornamental grounds for public use. Assists 
Horticulturist with ‘ground-scape’ , ‘roof-scape’, 
and ‘creeper’ plants within the scheme. 
Several student hortculturists participate in the 
project working with local in-house gardeners 
that work in the residential garden-parks. The 
effort is very collaborative ensuring the quality 
and maintenance of the scultural element of 
the landscaping. The recording of the growth 
patterns are done on site aswell as further 
studied at respective institutions. Refer to 
planting schedule. 
“Soundscape of invisible lectures. Nature 
is inhabited by artifice,  as books are read 
out, trasferred to audio format, broadcast 
to a live audience, and on a radio 
programs”.
Studios 18
The Bubble
(refer to floor plans on pages 245 -255 for detailed program positions)
Writing platform
Gardens
Cable planting and roof 
agriculture
Reading and 
writing pods
Reading and writing areas
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3. Tectonics The physical 
character of the 
building narrative
Definitons
Material (n): 
-  the matter from which a thing is or can be made.
-  information or ideas for use in creating a book or 
other work.
Scaffolding(n): 
-  a temporary structure on the outside of a building, 
made of wooden planks and metal poles, used by 
workmen while building, repairing, or cleaning the 
building.
Gabion (n): 
-  a cylindrical basket or container filled with earth, 
stones, or other material and used in civil engineering 
works or (formerly) fortifications.
Fabric (n): 
-  cloth produced by weaving or knitting textile fibres.
-  the walls, floor, and roof of a building.
“decay and neglect are slowly eating away at the 
building’s fabric”
-  the basic structure of a society, culture, activity, etc.
“the multicultural fabric of Johannesburg society”
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  a. Theoretical investigation
 -  Temporary visibility and permanent imprint 
Introduction
Place as scaffolding
Introduction
There is a poetic relationship with the different materials used for The Doorn Paperback 
scheme. Each material specifically translates a theoretical or site based condition. This site 
lends itself to solid textile qualities and hard landscapes and forms. The external perimeter 
building mimics the aesthetic language of Doornfontein with the simple aesthetic of face 
brick and concrete construction. The brick is a familiar and common material. However 
it has a sense of authority and prestige, as shown by modernists such as Louis Khans’ 
National Assembly Building in Dhaka, Bangladesh (Woodman 2014). 
In the movie the Indecent Proposal (1993), the architect character defines brick as being “an 
ordinary material which wants to mean something more than it really is” (Barbu 2014; 5). In 
The Doorn Paperback Project brick is not only used as a sensitive response to context, but 
also suggests stability and order within the chaos of the site. The brick buildings become 
part of the infrastructure of the site, creating barriers and shaping the public spaces around 
the railway. The brick works is reminiscent of the demolished brick buildings and ruins on 
the site. Louis Khan describes brick as ‘reverse ruin, this is relevant as the brick defines a 
new framework for the site for which progress and change can occur. The brick facades are 
used as backdrops for creative interpretations and human participation - graffiti, vandalism, 
signage, furniture and advertising. The brickwork becomes more than a historic, rigid and 
formal typology as it transforms into a fluid, flexible material that is able to change with the 
needs of the site.  
The logic of ‘dismantling’ the tradition of literature can be associated with the construction 
of the building and the pulling to pieces of traditional norms in building construction. This 
idea is re-established in the visually distinct relationship between the ‘brick ’buildings and 
the lighter skeletal structures. 
Materiality
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The brick construction is used as a platform in which to investigate contrasting construction 
methods and the relationships between building methods as a tool to investigate the 
parallel discourse of the theoretical approach of The Doorn Paperback Project. 
As discussed the building is constructed mostly with face-brick. The internal installation 
structure intends to contrast with the solidity of the brickwork to express the temporary, 
light and craft of smaller scenarios within the structure. ‘Unconventional’ construction 
methods are used. Emphasis is placed on the secondary elements in the building, such 
as lighting, signage, plants and furniture. These elements become part of the material 
aesthetic and structure of the building. The installation is constructed as a scaffolding 
structure with lightweight steel and fabric floors and walls positioned within. The structure 
is animated with digital screens, cables with hanging lights, artwork and furniture that form 
a web of colour and excitement within the structure.  
Place as Scaffolding
Johannesburg has a particular ‘local’ or vernacular aesthetic that translates from very 
specific construction methods. These methods are developed to create place, culture, 
community and belonging. Scaffolding is a construction technique that remains a 
worldwide method, one that is most common to most human design and building process 
Figure 1). However the purity of a skeletal structure is strongly representative of ‘rural’ 
or the community culture of creating temporary ‘invisible’ structures to accommodate the 
demand for the livelihoods of those that live outside the ‘authoritative’ urban framework 
(Figure 2). With the analysis of the scaffolding typology, one can start to understand the 
importance of this architectural armature as a spatial condition. The relationship between 
the international and the vernacular nature of scaffolding creates for an infinite number 
of possibilities in bridging the divide between the established urban framework and the 
shifting, unstable urban culture.    
The vernacular methods of architectural construction begs for local materials, methods 
and environments, and the contemporary style of architecture seen worldwide nowadays 
tends to trade those details made through local construction for the practicality and 
affordability of pre-fabricated parts. The scaffolding method, as an example of place-maker 
in architecture for its close interaction with both the building that is permanent and the 
process of making, has an intricate role within these changes. With this radical change in 
Figure 2: Derelict building frame on the New Doornfontein site expresses qualities of the scaffolding with the 
flexible program and changing occupancy (Kaskar (author) 2014).
Figure 1: Children climb an exposed bamboo scaffolding at the Marina Beach, Chennai (Sankar 2013).  
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building possibilities, the scaffolding method becomes a prime way to explore the visibility 
of construction and assemblage in architecture. Furthermore, the scaffolding method can 
be treated as an architectural imprint, in which the building process is made visible in the 
building that remains. 
The idea of scaffolding used on semi-finished constructions, usually associated with 
monuments (Figure 3). The Doorn Paperback Project treats the site and the community 
as the monument that is being constructed upon. The rubble that exists on the site as 
a result of the demolitions are recycled and used in the construction of the gabion walls 
as a poetic representation of the memory of what the site represented before. The main 
purpose of this design is to exist within the rubble, to form a place with every possible 
material that is left from a construction and to have the visitors re-discover where it came 
from, in a place designed by it in the first place.The legacy of scaffolding can be analysed 
through specific categories: tectonics, boundaries and transition and movement. These 
‘parameters’ can make visible the process of becoming: how similarities such as details 
and materials are a part of vernacular architecture, in support of critically developed design 
are connected to the design thinking of architects as they perceive the architecturally 
progressive world. 
Using scaffolding as a method to demonstrate vernacular construction can be  guided by the 
relationships between specific themes: temporal-cultural, spatial-physical, and material. 
This broadening of notions allows one to understand that scaffolding, as both material and 
method, is also the creator of imprints, which can be associated and derivative of earlier 
investigations into the book. Of all its aspects, scaffolding directly relates to the ways in 
which architecture lingers in permanence: as inherited environments, vernacular building 
methods, and as temporary shell, which is external and removable to the architecture that 
is built to last. It is this sentiment that supposes that the temporary is the structure and 
space that is ‘alive’. The relationship between independent objects and smaller crafted 
spaces activates the spaces, allowing the scaffolding structure to be constantly ‘updated’, 
allowing builders and users to transport it to other sites, adjust it or add to it (Figure 4). It 
is due to this active process that one can define the temporary as alive. If it is alive, then 
serving the built architecture might be its greatest legacy, leaving the permanent behind 
and being structured anew somewhere else. 
Figure 4: Flower garden and recreational space within the scaffolding of the Raumlabor, Junipark (Schultz 
2014)
Figure 3: The Washington Monument under construction with the scaffolding around the obelisk (Sherwood 
2013). 
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Figure 7: The double skin facade emphasises the relationship between the internal and external environments 
of The Finnish Embassy In Washington (Lunar Imaging 2008).  
Figure 6: The Pompidou Centre in Paris with the exposed pipes, structure and services on the facade (Rogers 
2014).
The Doorn Paperback Project, however questions whether the interactive nature of 
the scaffolding can be translated to make the temporary scaffold more permanent. The 
suggestion of presenting scaffolding as architecture changes the way in which inhabitants 
perceive and use it. An example of this thought is the Centre Pompidou in Paris by Piano 
and Rogers (Figure 6), and another is the Finnish Embassy in Washington D.C. designed 
by Heikkinen-Komonen (Figure 7).
Both projects celebrate the skeletons by which they are structured, Pompidou more 
vigorously and the Embassy more particularly.  Both projects exemplify the permeable 
barrier that is delicate, yet essential welcoming the outside into the internal space, yet also 
protect the inside for the external conditions. The buildings test the relationship between 
physical transparencies and boundaries and cultural ones. 
Installation, art and craft
It’s odd then, if one takes this relationship further, that on the opposite side of such 
perfectioned architecture, there is an instinctual, rough support system. After further 
analysis, the word rudimentary becomes present only because of the contrasting building 
under construction. Without its extreme opposite standing right by it, and for nowadays’ 
understanding of temporary architecture, scaffolding methods could become installation, 
art, spaces, building. With the framework proposed in this paper, scaffolding appears 
visible again, as part of contemporary architecture and as influence to regionally-based 
architecture. Its roughness and instinct-based finishing never leaves. However our seeing 
it as rudimentary does. Maybe that is the issue with architecture that is taken as vernacular, 
but in fact is not. That it is so attached to the way we see it that, once it breaks free from 
its comparisons, it becomes something else.
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Case Study 1: Klong Toey Community Lantern by TYIN Tegnestue
The project is located in an empty slot in a dense residential area of Bangkok. The 
architects worked with the local community to build a climbing frame and basketball court 
in three weeks. The project attampts to address the social issues of the area, including 
the lack of public healthcare, crime and unemployment. 
The case-studies looked at show the versatility and 
application of scaffolding as a construction method 
and as a sustainable building material. The modular 
pre-fabricated nature allows for flexible programs 
and spaces that can be changed through temporary 
materials and community craft. 
Case studies that use structural scaffolding
 b. Precedents
 - in technology
Using the structure as a playground
Wooden stairs and walls allow children to climb up and 
down the construction and reach small platforms above 
(Marwaha 2012). 
Scaffolding module: Each module has a similar baisc framework, and is adapted to specific community uses. 
The frame houses activities such as resting, play, performance, meeting and living areas (Marwaha 2012).  
The structure is constructed from recycled wood 
panels and patterned orange metal frames to create 
a scaffold-like intervention with graffiti, bright lights 
and other dwellings as the backdrop. The playground 
is designed as an open, adaptable space so future 
communities can add and remove elements as 
required.
The main construction uses simplicity, repetitive logic 
and durability enabling the local inhabitants to make 
adaptations that suit their changing needs without 
endangering the projects structural strength or the 
general useability of the playground (Marwaha 2012).
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The scaffolding provides flexibility for the program 
to constantly change, while also maintaining fixed 
architectural elements like the court, tower, perron 
and a big window . Scaffolding nets in the courtyard 
distinguish spatial boundaries (Schultz 2014).  
Case Study 3: Schaustelle by J. Mayer H ArchitectsCase Study 2: Raumlabor Junipark
Youth art and culture house: The basic scaffolding structure is a framework for high participation. The 
structure promotes multiple use and continuous change (Schultz 2014). 
Community lunch table
The festival space addresses the issue of inaffordable 
housing through discussions, workshops, peformances 
and projects (Schultz 2014).
“Show site”: Exposed skeletal struture: The Schaustelle is a temporary pavilion located next to the 
Pinakothek der Moderne in Munich (Kaltenbach 2013).
Construction elements
Construction detail showing floor slab and scaffolding 
juncture (Kaltenbach 2013). 
The temporary building is a tall and partly cantilevered 
framework structure made of reusable scaffolding 
elements. The majority of the construction elements, 
including the function-specific containers and 
synthetic cladding, can be put to a new use after the 
life-span of the Schaustelle. The materials can be fed 
back into the building cycle. In this way the production 
of non-reusable elements can been reduced to a 
minimum (Kaltenbach 2013). 
This concept of appropriateness, flexibility and 
reduction to the simplest of means is programmatic 
of the Schaustelle as a whole. 
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  c. Construction investigation
 -  Technical details
Scaffolding
Brickwork
Specialised elements
Earthworks and Gabion walls
Mesh screen and facades
Scaffolding
The scaffolding structure showing the internal spaces and pods
Scaffolding structure: The conventional scaffolding system is used to carve out different spaces. The 
density of the beams and columns vary according to the nature of the spaces; theatre spaces or small storage 
pods. 
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Specialised elements
The specialised or secondary elements as explained previously are important to both the 
visual and functional systems of the building. These include lighting, furniture and signage. 
They are connected to mild-steel connections that are attached to the scaffolding and 
pods. These elements are tied to the structure with cables and have a rough industrial 
quality. They are softened with plastics and fabrics that are used in the partitions and 
furniture. These elements are not expected to be long lasting. They are intended to change 
ane re-define the aesthetic of the building as time passes and new programs and people 
occupy the building.
Brickwork
The perimeter block buildings are made from face brick. The buildings have a concrete 
structural system. The double skin facade creates an air barrier that insulates the building 
keeping it passively ventilated. The face brick is visually activated through signage, 
artworks and the pod-like balconies rooms that are extruded from the facade. 
1:100 Diagram of the Media Lab: The construction for the media lab references the BMW Guggenheim 
Pavillion by Atelier Bow-Wow (2011). It is a simple construction housing the digital services for interactive 
meetings and film screenings. 
rain chain
Fabric curtain tied down 
to concrete base. Curtain 
slides on mild steel rail 
attached to the scaffolding.
100mm mild steel downpipe 
from concealed gutter at first 
floor ceiling height
Spot-lights tuck into the roof 
structure
Cable bracing for the 
lateral fins
Arched mild steel rod 
supports the services and 
dead load of the roof
The scaffolding is the main 
structural support for  the 
The Doorn Paperback.
Multi-media digital screen
catwalk
Perforated mild steel screen
1:50
Brick detail showing section through the  extruded 
‘window-pods’ for the offices in the rental units. 
150x250mm concrete block plaster 
and paint to interior surface
Thermal barrier: insulation
Mild steel angles are used to 
fasten the exterior face-brick skin 
to the concrete structure
Mild steel channels are used to 
seal the joint at the pod-opening
The roof  of the pod is insulated 
and sealed with plasterboard and 
metal sheeting
The steel I-section seen in 
elevation closes the gap 
between the brickwork and 
the glass window
Raised floor with vinyl finish 
The north facing fixed glass 
window allows sunlight to enter 
the building
Perforated steel mesh screen 
attached to mild steel bracket
Perforated steel mesh screen
Double-glazed tempered 
glass window with opening
Facebrick outer skin
Suspended ceiling
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Mesh screens and facadesEarthworks and Gabion walls
Industrial materialty
This model of the IM DEBRIS competition entry shows 
the way in which ‘consruction’ elements can be re-used.
Gabions and demolitions
The rubble on the site will be used for the gabion walls. 
Detail of a modular element: The construction of the modular elements fits within the typical fabrication 
methods used in scaffolding construction. The mild steel I-sections and perforated mesh screen facade allows 
for change; dismantling, additions and clip-ons. 
The pods located within the scaffolding are 
constructed wtih various materials suited to the 
specific needs of the occupants. A basic steel 
I-section construction with perforated mesh screen 
facade can be seen below, This method is used for 
the permanent building pods. Fabric, cables and 
board are used for various temporary structure as 
seen to the left. 
The Gabion construction method is to be used on the 
ground floor for both the walls and for the floor in cer-
tain areas. Therublle from the demolished buildings on 
the site will be used. 
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4. Models
  a. 1:500 context model
 
Perspective of the building within its surroundings: These perspectives show the relationship between the 
heights of The Doorn Paperback Project, the railway and the surrounding buildings. 
Aerial view of  the context model: The site and building is shown within New Doornfontein (dotted in red). This 
study shows the vertical relationship between elements on th site
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  b. 1:200 The Doorn Paperback Project model
Model Perspective 3: View looking eastward (from the south of the highway) through the park, from west of 
Height street. The image captures the essence of the sheme showing all the elements existng in a unique way, 
and not as merely one singular building. 
Model Perspective 2: The complete view of the model showing the relationship between the different 
components, as well as the railway that intersects the site.  
Model Perspective 1: View looking eastward (from the north of the railway) across the courtyard towards the 
main entrance wing of the building. 
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Model Perspective 9: View from under the canopy into the park. This view is taken from the private entrance 
to the South Park (for the residence) . 
Model Perspectives 7 & 8: View into The Doorn Paperback Project. The versatile materiality can be seen with 
the colourful pods, the glass cores, the rubble gabion walls and the scaffolding poles. 
Model Perspective 6: The north elevation from Currey Street shows the layering of solid and lighter buildings 
from the street edge moving inwards towards the courtyard
. 
Model Perspectives 4 & 5: These views show the relationship between the brick block buildings, the landscape 
and the lighter buildings visible in the background.  
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5. Conclusion
I believe that The Doorn Paperback Project has successfully initiated a dialogue with 
an existing and very real social condition in the chosen site in New Doornfontein. The 
research undertaken has identified key themes and conditions, of critical specificity not 
only to the location of the project, but also to the architectural dialogue developed; that 
have thoroughly informed a sound basis for design.  The building programme is socially 
inclusive and interacts with the local community as well as the greater liteary networks 
within Johannesburg. 
The architectural language of the building complex, although succinctly informed by the 
research component of this thesis, also explores ideas of scale, threshold, association, 
and the influence of contemporary art as a tool for design. The materiality and formal 
language of the design are combined to achieve a building that is a successful addition 
and catalyst for the urban area in which it is sited. A building that captures the story of it’s 
place, and provides a working platform in which conversation, craft, story-telling and the 
‘love for books’ may exist. 
Final words
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